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Program comprehension is a sub-field of software engineering that seeks to understand
how developers understand programs. Comprehension acts as a starting point for
many software engineering tasks such as bug fixing, refactoring, and feature creation.
The dissertation presents a series of empirical studies to understand how developers
comprehend software in realistic settings. The unique aspect of this work is the use of
eye tracking equipment to gather fine-grained detailed information of what developers
look at in software artifacts while they perform realistic tasks in an environment familiar
to them, namely a context including both the Integrated Development Environment
(Eclipse or Visual Studio) and a web browser (Google Chrome). The iTrace eye
tracking infrastructure is used for certain eye tracking studies on large code files as it
is able to handle page scrolling and context switching.
The first study is a classroom-based study on how students actively trained in the
classroom understand grouped units of C++ code. Results indicate students made
many transitions between lines that were closer together, and were attracted the most
to if statements and to a lesser extent assignment code. The second study seeks to
understand how developers use Stack Overflow page elements to build summaries
of open source project code. Results indicate participants focused more heavily on
question and answer text, and the embedded code, more than they did the title,
question tags, or votes. The third study presents a larger code summarization study
using different groupings of information contexts: Stack Overflow, bug repositories
and source code. Results show participants tend to visit up to two codebase files in
either the combined or isolated codebase session, but visit more bug report pages, and
spend longer time on new Stack Overflow pages visited, when given either these two
treatments in isolation. In the combined session, time spent on one or two codebase
files they viewed dominated the session time. Information learned from tracking
developers’ gaze in these studies can form foundations for developer behavior models,
which we hope can later inform recommendations for actions one might take to achieve
workflow goals in these settings.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Program comprehension is a sub-field of software engineering that seeks to understand
how developers - both industry professionals and students - understand programs.
Comprehension acts as a starting point for many software engineering tasks such as
bug fixing, refactoring, and feature creation. To build tools that assist comprehension
we first need to understand how developers work in realistic settings.
Why is eye tracking important in programming? Eye tracking makes it possible
for researchers to track behavior at a deeper cognitive level than surveys and think
aloud studies alone might allow. Eye trackers give us much more context when we ask
developers to perform tasks such as documentation and code summarization. This is
especially true when they come in the form of natural language and comments [1] [2].
While questionnaire-based studies are used for this purpose, these studies suffer
from major drawbacks stemming from the subjectivity of what a participant might be
conscious of doing during a task. In order to get around this method of measurement
that relies only on the participants’ reporting, we use an eye tracker to collect gaze
information during the task, giving us an ability to observe and record what the
developer is doing without the need for them to remember and construct a verbal
report of their cognitive process.
[3] Fragments of code that attract attention for their importance (called beacons) [4]
2can be marked as such in an eye-tracking experiment. Researchers can use eye
trackers to study gazes on beacons, and report on how it all makes an impact on
comprehension [5, 6].
When searching for open source projects, developers can utilize a well-cited online
source for code projects on GitHub.com [7]. GitHub hosts “profiles” of developers to
help other developers make decisions on what projects to invest in – and researchers
have studied the impact these have on the developer’s impression [8, 9]. However,
eye tracking has allowed us to go a step further than interviews and avoid bias by a
participant’s verbal recollection, by assessing how gaze to regions of a page influence
that decision-making without the need for developer feedback. This been done on
GitHub profile listings by Ford et al. [10], as well as Stack Overflow listings [11].
Other page regions more related to content have been studied in the case of Stack
Overflow [6,12].
Messages that result from compiling source code, have often been described in
the literature as difficult for developers to understand or resolve, [13] [14] or as not
identifying referenced code tokens accurately [15]. Eye tracking helps us understand
whether participants read error messages, and how much of the total gazes on an IDE
workflow get allocated to reading error messages [14].
1.1 The Problem
Upon stumbling across an API or library needed for a project, a developer new to a
team might either choose to seek help from coworkers in person, or seek help online.
When not creating new code, code that others have written often must come into play,
and the process of learning how elements of a codebase, such as externally acquired
libraries, work with one another, can cost time. The time developers spend reaching
out to their peers has been quantified by La Toza et al. [16].
3It’s clear to see then why developers often depend on sources of documentation
other than from peers, as they can in a much quicker informal fashion find help
online. This help has been shown in cases involving popular question and answer site
StackOverflow.com [17], through which help often comes addressing problems specific
to programming [3, 18, 19]. Stack Overflow provides such information by hosting a
question and answer forum where developers from around the world can post specific
questions, and where their peers can carefully craft detailed answers which sometimes
include code samples. After over a decade of operation this has resulted in a vast
amount of searchable information available on the site [20].
There is literature helping to precisely understand how programmers benefit from
seeking online help [3, 12, 18, 19, 20], and even literature defining what features of
developer artifacts benefit them more than others, the location and style of embedded
elements in code [21], natural language prose, traceability tasks [22] and positioning of
elements in graphics-based documentation [23,24] to name a few examples. However,
the value that developers get from using online documentation ought to be to gain the
confidence to return to the original codebase, comprehend the solution to the task, and
implement better code with the learned concepts necessary to complete the original
task. Research that involves capturing the string of actions leading to task completion
is limited, perhaps due to the rigor involved in acquiring the information. Such a task
requires heavy monitoring of the participant, while knowing (and controlling and fairly
granting access to) available measures to finding solutions to each participant. In
addition, to quantify such results, gazes on each meaningful beacon must be tracked –
involving yet another step of collecting which gaze mapped to which beacon [4], which
could amount to counting beacons across (if the study must generalize to real world
scenarios) multiple scrollable pages of many lines of code, in many files online and
offline in the same session. [25,26]
4In all our cited research, we hope to highlight how much more we can learn from
an education perspective if we track all steps in tandem, and learn what makes certain
developers stand out as those in need of improvement (novices) and others as well
equipped for the task (non-novices). How developers fare at various tasks on points
all along the spectrum of expertise is well covered. Literature that follows the path to
how developers learn to resolve their problem in code is limited. Based on the premise
that developers operate differently under the condition of having access to a larger
code base, as evidenced by Kevic et al. [25,27] and Abid et al. [5], we intend to offer to
the field, a work bridging a gap between how developers educate themselves via online
help, and how developers return to the code base and comprehend the answers behind
the goal of a code summarization task, which could range from involving simple free
exploration to actively knowing where to look. Code summarization forms the basis
of code understandability and by focusing mainly on summarization we hope to learn
more about how developers comprehend software artifacts.
1.2 Research Objectives
The research objective of this dissertation is to offer an explanation on how program-
mers across various levels of expertise educate themselves to solve software inspection
tasks such as code summarization, when presented with different contexts of informa-
tion sources. The main focus of this dissertation is on code summarization, however,
we also include in one of the studies tasks related to describing the output of programs.
Our contribution to the field will be to help build models of comprehension using eye
gaze from perspectives of both quantitative and qualitative analysis.
51.3 Research Questions
In each of the three empirical studies presented we provide further specific research
questions that derive from these three overarching questions.
RQ1: How do developers summarize code?
RQ2: What can we learn from eye movements of developers while they summarize
code?
RQ3: How do experts and novices differ in the steps involved when they summarize
code?
In the first research question, we want to understand how developers prioritize where
they get information from while summarizing code. We start with more basic questions
of parts of pages that developers focus on the longest. We then talk about how
developers prioritize the information sources they have access to.
For the second research question, we examine the patterns that we see in the
transitions developers make between important regions of code, which we call beacons
or “areas of interest” (AOI’s). We explain how patterns we observe can inform us of
potential relationships between gaze and proficiency on a specific task.
The third research question breaks down the prior two even further to uncover
whether there are patterns that emerge among professionals and among students.
Are there beacons in code affecting behavior that specifically affect users whom are
novices or non-novices at programming? Does this carry over into what differentiates
professionals and student developers?
1.4 Contributions
This research makes the following contributions.
61. The very first eye tracking study on code summarization in the field of program
comprehension that presents information to developers based on three visual
contexts (source code, bug reports, and Stack Overflow) each offering different
information and insights.
2. A discussion and justification of the benefits in our approach to the problem of
how developers behave by growing the amount of context given to developers
each time.
3. A series of data comparisons highlighting differences on how each information
source contributed to the gaze fixation time overall, while an information source
was set aside for use only in isolation or when combined with others
4. A retrospective look at how developers perform realistic code summarization
tasks with or without automated AOI recognition, and a description of the
algorithms behind the iTrace eye tracking infrastructure [28], which supports
scrolling and context switching in IDEs and web browsers.
5. A set of observations highlighting what was learned from eye tracking novices
and non-novices.
6. A set of eye tracking data sets and study instruments detailing the study
protocols.
1.5 Organization
In Chapter 2, we discuss related work in the field. There are many contributions to
the literature of how programmers comprehend code, and we wish to corroborate the
outcomes that contributors to this field have offered as solutions using the data we
have gathered as part of this study.
7Chapter 3 discusses our first attempt at relating gaze in program comprehension to
outcomes on tests, a study on students in a post-secondary education program where
we get to know how how specific subgroups of students perform when given code to
study. In it we sample 13 C++ source code programs presented as images to 13 novice
programmers and 5 non-novice programmers, and asked each after looking at each
image a comprehension question, and scored their correctness. Our questions in this
study varied from “what is the output” questions, to give a summary questions, to
multiple choice questions. Non-novice programmers have been found in prior literature
to not agree on elements of text they gaze at, and we discuss our replication of this
result in our results. We discuss the threats to validity that appeared in this study,
and note how infrastructure to support higher-context and more robust programming
scenarios would be necessary to attempt to move forward to more real world examples.
Chapter 4 discusses an attempt at learning how developers learn using gaze data
collected when both a codebase and Stack Overflow were provided. Participants in
this study were found to study the codebase for the longest, and were each given one
of two types of Java API’s to consider. For this study we were able to make use of
iTrace [28] to quickly ascertain from the web page and IDE data collected where gaze
was on the screen and in the IDE while navigating both interfaces at once.
Chapter 5 discusses four separate attempts at learning how developers learn, and
is a clear improvement on both prior studies. We move beyond considering only
code or considering both Stack Overflow and code used in tandem, and in this study
consider code, StackOverflow and also bug reports as another context of information
for the summarization task. In addition, we put 30 Java developers from industry
and academia into treatments involving all these contexts. We collected data on 114
unique bug report pages, Stack Overflow pages, and source files across comprehension
questions rooted in four Open Source Java API’s. Note that only realistic tasks from
8open source projects were used. No toy applications were used in this study. This
is important because it makes a stronger case for external validity. As part of this
chapter, we introduce technical details of how we used the iTrace infrastructure [28],
which allowed us to greatly extend our reach in what types of context we were able to
sample gaze from.
In Chapter 6 and 7, we conclude this dissertation with a list of multiple observations
that we find stand out among the three studies we conduct as part of the final work
of this dissertation, and also detail how these findings tie in to potential avenues
for future work. We do this in order to point out for the reader the points to pay
attention to in the various chapters, as different chapters approach the program
comprehension context problem from a unique amount of provided context, and these
different contexts tend to change gaze results.
1.6 Publications and Acknowledgements
Results from the studies conducted in this dissertation have been or will be part of
submitted peer reviewed conferences or journals. The first study was published at
Human Computer Interaction International (HCII) 2019 Conference titled “Reading
Behavior and Comprehension of C++ Source Code - A Classroom Study”. The second
study was published in the Early Abstracts Publications of the Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) in 2019 titled “A Gaze-Based Exploratory Study
on the Information Seeking Behavior of Developers on Stack Overflow”. Parts of
the third study were published at The IEEE International Conference on Software
Analysis, Evolution and Reengineering (SANER) in 2020 titled “Studying Developer
Reading Behavior on Stack Overflow during API Summarization Tasks.”.
This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
grant numbers CCF-1855756 and CNS-1855753.
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Related Work
In this section, we present selected work on program comprehension done using an
eye tracker. An eye tracker is a device that records eye gaze, and those we refer to in
this work are typically used to monitor where a person is looking at on a computer
screen. All eye trackers record raw gazes as they occur at various speeds denoted
as the frame rate. Later, via event detection algorithms, fixations and saccades are
identified. A fixation is a point on the screen where the eyes are relatively stable for a
certain amount of time while a saccade is the movement from one fixation to another
fixation indicating navigation. Most saccades frequently last between 200 and 300 ms,
but the time may vary. A group of saccades makes up a scan path [29].
2.1 Behavior Observation Without Eye Tracking
An underlying goal in this dissertation is to study how developers tend to follow
similar patterns in working out their individual problems. It can be said that the
development of software comes in many mental stages. In the computing industry,
timed development and release of software following a predetermined process have
many developers on tasks that occur in cycles - where no step is covered once but
many times throughout the lifetime of a product. This is true of processes from the
oldest waterfall models to the iterative process models and the agile development
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models. A difficulty in software research today is capturing accurately how developers
are behaving mentally to output their work as they transition back and forth between
them.
Seaman in 1999 [30] released seminal work on how software engineering practices
are studied in the field: a few of these well known methods being observation, and
interviewing, and later coding the data. “Fly on the wall” observer studies are known
to be accurate at getting a great breadth of data, but do not scale to a large amount
of individuals.
The computational advances of today have made such great advances in the
field of how we study individuals in their workflow, that “eyeball observations” are
not looked upon by some as the premier consideration of how we study software
developers actions. We give some examples on how research adds to what we could
learn from fly-on-the-wall observation. Much research has been carried out using
tools embedded in IDE’s. Integrated development environments used today help to
encapsulate all tasks that developers need to accomplish in their work by wrapping
most tasks in a single graphical user interface. Eclipse’s IDE tool Mylyn [31] which in
turn with assisting developers in entering and tracking keystroke and click activity
on their own tasks, has aided research in the field. Mik Kersten and Gail Murphy
pioneered this research in [32]. Since then, information such as keystroke patterns
have been used to understand patterns of developers in the highly popular integrated
development environment, Eclipse. Studies on developer use of IDE’s cover elements
in the environment that are used in interactions with the code, and details come out
such as what features of languages are being used and how strongly models of behavior
conform to real world programming [30,33,34,35,36,37,38].
Early work done in line of researching IDE’s suffers from a weakness, in that
they don’t capture intermediate steps between code observation and comprehension.
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Studies have shown developers research quite a bit alongside the task of writing code.
What analyses like this miss, is the opportunity to understand how clicks to each link
are related to how effective each statement is to helping programmers understand
code.
2.2 Internet Search and How Developers Navigate Online Forums
StackOverflow.com [17] is an online forum used by developers worldwide. Stack
Overflow users rely on a variety of information from the website - these being not
simply limited to the content of answers.
Users are also attracted to user reputation [18], post approval count [39], and code
block examples, [19]). [39] even went a step further to categorize visitors in terms of
novices and non-novices, to help with conclusions about the quality of answer their
defined novice group sought after.
The literature has covered information about how users find information online
extensively. Gottipati et. al [40] in their work on a new search algorithm for Question
Answer forums, cite some of the big problems developers face in their examination
of over 10 search forums. Robilliard in [41] cites more big problems that developers
face, documenting a list of API learning obstacles, one of the highest cited examples
including API not having enough resources for learning how to use it.
There have been several works published in the area of automated code summa-
rization, however, they mainly focus on the source code and its textual information
when summarizing code [42, 43, 44]. For example, Moreno et al. [42] suggested a
summarization approach based on the idea of Java source-code stereotypes. They
engineered a set of algorithms to traverse code for facts about method structure in
Java class source files, what variables are returned, how often they get returned, and
how often all methods in a class share similar functions.
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Guerrouj et al. [45] investigated the use of Stack Overflow for code summarization.
They considered as context the information which surrounds the classes or methods
trapped in Stack Overflow discussions. Treude and Robillard [46] proposed an approach
to automatically augment API documentation with insights from Stack Overflow.
Other researchers have studied how developers ask questions. This includes what
types of questions are answered, who answers questions, and how are good answers
selected [20]. Novielli et al. studied how certain qualities of a question contribute to the
success of a question on Stack Overflow [47]. They found a successful question tends
to have a code snippet, good presentation quality, and a low quantity of uppercase
characters. Nasehi et. al. found that successful answers on Stack Overflow tend to
have strucutured step-by-step instructions helpful to newcomers, but also are those
that tend to be concise by providing helpful guides such as code-skeleton fragments
indicating where code should go, rather than overly verbose code fragments. Calefato
et al. [47] found that longer question body lengths, and high uppercase-to-lowercase
character ratio in the text, can be a deterrent to having a question get an answer
marked acceptable by the original poster.
Connecting content present on Stack Overflow with how developers act in their
work environment is important to realizing its relevance to code summarization.To
understand the entire workflow of a developer, we must integrate into our model how
they search for information from peers to achieve success even when documentation
at hand is limited. It has been established in seminal work by Ko, DeLine, and
Venolia [48] that developers very often seek out help from others when they run into
code-related problems.
On the other hand this work also points out that specific questions tend to come
up online, such as the questions: “How have resources I depend on changed” and “How
do I use this data structure or function?” [3] Moreover, developers not only rely on
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their own questions, but also answers to other posters questions to assist them. This
gives us a lead into how we as researchers can hypothesize what a developer might be
looking for, and to potentially tailor our efforts toward asking similar questions in our
studies.
In the studies we show in this dissertation, developers we study rely on answers
posted previously, and are not responsible for posting questions to hear back replies
but instead for finding for themselves posts that were (potentially) predetermined
by the researchers as helpful to their quest for core knowledge on the API’s they
were tasked with learning. Stack Overflow.com itself, as late as within one year of
the publication of this dissertation, encourages users in introductory walkthroughs to
search for posts published by their peers before adding new questions to the forums.
Thus, code comprehension is a complex subject that amounts to more than knowing
how to ask the right questions, but also how to study the questions asked and how
to find the answers. The methods developers use to search for well-curated posts
have been studied in the literature extensively, [3, 18,39] and studies like these have
proven to be beneficial to the community by helping to find conclusions on attributes
of quality developers seek when seeking help on-line.
2.3 Eye Tracking in Program Comprehension
Eye trackers are an important instrument in the observation of learners as it gives us
one of the closest glimpses possible of what developers might be thinking as they code.
The field of software engineering and program comprehension has gained significant
traction on theories of how people behave when seated in front of a computer and
given various program comprehension tasks [49] [4], [50]. Eye tracking metrics [51]
can unearth statistical effects that can be lined alongside what we observe with
conventional questionnaires, to help locate points of interest and infer when visual
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effort occurs , and perhaps to understand when learning occurs. In work by Kevic,
Sharif and Walters, the researchers uncovered empirical support for the importance of
eye-tracking data as contributing information unique from, and what would ordinarily
be missed when collecting just mouse and keyboard interaction data [25,27]. A survey
on the wide variety of program comprehension papers in the literature can be found
in Obaidellah et al. [52]. The role of eye tracking in computing education is discussed
in Busjahn et al. [53].
To investigate the impacts of code fragments on comprehension, studies focus on
beacons that highlight features of code that might be important to developers. The
importance of certain beacons differs from user to user, as not all programmers look at
the same code the same way [49]. Beacons have helped researchers structure observed
patterns in their studies, so they can be compared among the work of multiple eye
tracking researchers having different code stimuli.
The work done by Fritz in [54] helped visualize how developers create links between
the artifacts, the “source code files”, they need to perform their job. These researchers
used timed trials and sketch drawings to grasp, the link between how developers
interact with their assigned task. As we will see, pairing such studies with eye trackers
can capture a different kind of information, which when quantified, can powerfully
predict what direction developers are going down.
A computer program is a set of instructions written to perform a specified task.
Comprehension of a program is defined as understanding lines of code. This program-
ming code can be in any language, C++, Java, or C# for example. To investigate
one way programmers focus on code, studies have been done that look into different
fragments of code, also known as beacons. Beacons can differ from user to user, thus
giving us the knowledge that not all programmers look at the same code the same
way [49].
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Many tasks developers take part in have been studied using eye trackers. Using an
eye tracker can help to better understand how code is browsed when under review.
In 2002, a study was performed that looked at code reviewing [55] using an in-house
developed tool to study fixations on lines. The six different programs in this study
were reviewed by five different programmers. After scanning the code, each would
then go back and focus on certain parts of the code they considered important. While
this was a recurring instance for all reviewers, the results show that the reviewers had
different reading patterns that each focused on different variables.
Turner et al. [56] investigated the effects of debugging across two different pro-
gramming languages, Python and C++. Uwano et al. [55] found a Scan gaze pattern
when developers read code with the goal of finding a defect. Guarnera et al. Guarnera
et. al. in [28] performed an analysis at both the source code keyword and line level.
A continued effort into how a programmer explores code was performed by Raina
et al. [57]. The study was focused on finding how students can retain information by
reading in a less linear pattern. Instead of having students read code left to right, top
to bottom, they gave students code in a segmented patterns. With an eye tracker they
took a look at two metrics, reading depth and reading scores. The 19 students were
split into a control group and a treatment group, both given the same C++ module.
The treatment group was given segmented code while the control group was given
linear code. Results of the study showed that subjects given the segmented code had
higher scores in both reading and depth. They were able to focus and understand
code better than those who read it linearly. This trend in studying reading behavior
is contemporary with gaze tracking studies on the same topic such as the Rodeghero
rodeghero [58], that came out around this same time about reading order. In other
work the authors focused on explaining how developers view source code visually via
radial transition graphs [59] - this study did not use Stack Overflow.
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Sharif et al. [56] performed a study that focused on the comparison of Python
and C++. Participants were split into groups based on their knowledge of each given
language. Students were given tasks that consisted of finding bugs. Metrics used
included fixation duration, fixation counts, time, and accuracy. The study showed that
although C++ debugging took longer, that there was higher accuracy in the output
matching specifications. Even though the study did show these differences, the overall
analytical results came to the conclusion that there was no significant difference found
between the programming languages. Note that this does not mean that there is no
difference.
As time progressed, more studies started to focus on both small and large samples
of code, attempting to replicate real world instances. Abid et al. [60] replicated the
study by Rodeghero at al. [61] for code summarization tasks on large Java open source
systems and found that developers tend to look at calls the most compared to method
signatures (as previous reported in smaller snippets). This indicates that developers
behave differently when tasked with realistic code compared to smaller snippets.
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Chapter 3
Reading Behavior and Comprehension of C++ Source Code -
A Classroom Study
In this chapter we discuss how we can discriminate between long-time non-novice
learners from novice learners, by observing the “agreement” between their gazes. A
fact that stands out from this study is that non-novices do not agree on which area of
the code they find to be most important. Novice learners typically bunch together on
a specific area. We weren’t able from this study to determine exactly which “things”
non-novices look at, due to low power. However, we can use data from this study
to help discriminate between groups of developers at a broad level, and we discuss
briefly how student accuracy on comprehension questions could be related to their
gaze behavior. 1
3.1 Study Overview
Source code is a rich combination of syntax and semantics. Determining either
the importance of the syntax or semantics for a programmer (especially a student
learning programming) requires a better understanding of how programmers read and
understand code. From a programmer’s own perspective, the question of “Where can
I go to find what is important?” is an important research problem that is heavily
1This chapter was published in the Proceedings of the 21st International Conference on Human
Computer Interaction (HCII 2019), in Orlando, FL [6]
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task dependent. As researchers help develop better teaching and learning tools, we
propose that the answers to these questions are perhaps stronger when quoted from
the experiences of students who are learning in their field. To add to the evidence of
how students learn, we present an eye tracking study conducted with students in a
classroom setting using thirteen C++ short code snippets that were chosen based on
concepts students learnt in the class.
There has been an increase in the number of studies being conducted using an
eye tracker in recent years [52]. However, there is still much work to be done to
understand what students actually read while comprehending code. In this chapter,
we focus on C++ as most previous studies were done mostly on Java. Another unique
aspect of this chapter is the method used to analyze the data. Instead of simply
looking at line level analysis of what students look at, we study how they read chunks
of code and how they transition between them to answer comprehension questions.
3.2 Research Questions
• RQ 1: How do students perform on comprehension questions related to short
C++ code snippets?
• RQ 2: What sections of code (chunks) do students fixate on and if this changes
with program size?
• RQ 3: What chunks do students transition between during reading?
Our first research question seeks to determine how accurately students perform
on the comprehension tasks. In the second and third research questions, we analyze
the eye tracking data collected on the C++ programs by segmenting the programs
into chunks we are interested in analyzing and link them to the students’ performance
from our first research question.
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3.3 Experimental Design
This study seeks to investigate what students read while they try to understand C++
code snippets. We study reading by analyzing the eye movements of students using
an eye tracker.
A total of 17 students participated in this study. Each student was first asked to
take as much time as needed to read a snippet of C++ code presented to them. We
split students into two groups, novices and non-novices, based on their years in the
program. Individuals who had completed at least the first semester of their program
up to their junior year were placed in the novice group. Those who had completed at
least 3 out of the 4 years of their undergraduate program, in addition to participants
enrolled in the graduate program, were considered beyond novice level, and were
placed in the non-novice group.
All 17 students were asked to read a total of 13 code snippets. After each code
snippet, a random comprehension question was given (related to the corresponding
C++ code fragment). We randomized the order of tasks presented to each student to
avoid any order biases. Before the study we collected background information about
the participant’s native language and their self-rating of their experience. Interested
readers can find each of the thirteen code snippets listed at A. We list each of these
questions used in the post test in Appendix A Figure A.1, and regarding data collected
after the examination in the post test in Appendix A Figure A.2.
3.3.1 Tasks
The C++ tasks given to participants had varying degrees of constructs used with
varied levels of difficulty. The 13 C++ programs used are shown in Table 3.1 with their
corresponding difficulty level. The comprehension question was one of the following:
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Table 3.1: C++ programs with constructs used, number of lines of code, and a
difficulty rating based on how easy the concepts are for students to grasp.
Program Name Constructs Used LOC Difficulty
StreetH.cpp Classes, Get and set, parameter passing, this pointer 25 Medium
Student.cpp Classes, Get and method, this pointer, constructor 25 Medium
Rectangle.cpp Constructor, Inline methods, this pointer, parameter passing 24 Difficult
Vehicle.cpp Class, constructor, parameter passing, if statement 34 Medium
StringDemo.cpp Std String class, Replace, Find, Length, for loop, 17 Medium
TextClass.cpp Std string class, string find, string length, string substr, string replace 12 Medium
WhileClass.cpp String class, while loop, if statement, && operator 21 Difficult
Between.cpp && operator, functions, parameter passing, if statement 15 Medium
Calculation.cpp Parameter passing, for loop, running total 16 Medium
SignCheckerClassMR.cpp Constructor, nested ifs 33 Difficult
PrintPatternR.cpp Nested for loops 13 Difficult
ReversePtrH.cpp One dimensional arrays, for loop, swap, functions, parameter passing 23 Difficult
CalculatorRefH.cpp Function prototypes, switch statement, parameter passing, pass by reference 23 Difficult
a question about what the program outputs, a short answer question, or a multiple
choice question. After each task they were asked to answer one of three randomly
assigned comprehension questions. Each was followed by a question asking about
confidence in their answer and their difficulty in completing each task. At the end,
they were also asked if they had any problems during the test, if they were given
enough time, and the overall difficulty of all tasks.
3.3.2 Areas of Interest
In order to analyze the students’ eye movements in a more structured way, we broke
down the program into different AOIs (areas of interest). AOIs were created for each
line we found in every stimulus, and the fixations were mapped to the appropriate
AOI. Next, we grouped these AOIs together to form “chunks” whose contents logically
fit together into a unit that may be of interest to a programmer. We customized the
selection of each of these chunks down to both the stimulus and task given to the
participant. We further grouped these chunks into cross-stimulus “code categories”,
which we then used to discover constructs that groups of participants looked at with
the highest frequency across all stimuli. In our selective mapping, the contents of
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each chunk are groups of contiguous lines suited to, as a unit, be a cue of interest to a
programmer.
In this study, the five cross-stimulus code categories were “control blocks”, “function
signatures”, “initializer/declaration statements”, “method calls”, and statements that
printed output (“output statements”). We wanted to capture effects between many
groups of basic blocks appearing among many programs local to this experiment, but
we also limited how specific we could get, because we wanted to compare the groups
using useful statistical tests. “Assignments” (to variables) appearing within method
calls, for example, were too few among our stimuli to consider as a group, so fixations
on these were not compared.
3.3.3 Eye Tracking Apparatus
We used a Tobii X60 eye tracker. It is a binocular, non intrusive, remote eye-tracker
that records 60 frames per second. We used it to record several pieces of information
including gaze positions, fixations, timestamps, duration, validity codes, pupil size,
start and end times, and areas of interest for each trial. The eye tracker was positioned
on a desk in front of the monitors where students read the programming code. With
an accuracy of roughly 15 pixels as well as being able to gather 60 samples of eye
data per second, the Tobii X60 was used in this study as it fit what we needed to
measure our study variables accurately. The monitors were 24" displays and set at a
1920x1080 resolution. Fixations were detected at 60ms using an Olsson fixation filter
algorithm [62].
3.4 Post Processing
After the data was collected, we conducted three post processing steps. The first step
involved correcting the eye tracking data for any drift that might have occurred with
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the tracker. The second step involved mapping gaze to lines of code and finally the
identification of chunks. The third step involves identifying and regrouping lines into
chunks with similar code structures across all stimuli, into “coded categories” that
would enable us to analyze gaze patterns across multiple stimuli.
We used the open source tool Vizmanip to visually locate strands of fixations
that were made on code snippet images. Vizmanip is a tool that allows the user
to adjust and manipulate strands of contiguously recorded fixations available at
https://github.com/SERESLab/fixation-correction-vizmanip. Identified fixa-
tions directly recorded from the eye tracker can sometimes drift [63] some distance
away from the defined areas of interest. Given that we had a standard for the definition
of AOI’s this problem was mitigated by selecting sets of 10 or more contiguous fixations
from the dataset and shifting them all a set number of pixels to better align with the
identified areas.
We used eyecode [64], a Python library with a key focus on parsing and manipulating
areas of interest in images. After demonstrating that eyecode could appropriately
handle the creation of AOI’s from various formats of images, we ran its automated
image parser to generate areas of interest, a list of rectangles that surround lines of
text in the image, and labeled them according to the interpreted code categories we
discussed. Two graduate students manually inspected each emission, and adjusted
to make sure each AOI in each stimulus was correctly positioned as the recognition
automation did not always work as intended.
3.4.1 Motivation for “Chunk” Level Analysis
Each chunk was selectively customized down to the code snippet and task given to the
participant. We hoped analyzing the chunks of related code this way could provide
more insight into abstract behavior better than line or keyword level analysis. The
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bottom-up comprehension model of how programmers comprehend code [65] depicts
developers as reading code and mentally grouping lines together into an abstract
representation of multiple lines. While we can’t predict how developers are making
these assumptions about structure, the rules we have selected to group lines together
can help motivate whether gaze follows any pattern at all, and were agreed upon
by three of the authors as useful to analyzing cognition amongst code fragments
important to each program. Data flow patterns also played a role in our choice for
grouping areas of interest. If a stimulus contains two related method-calls or def-use
flows rooted in the main method, we try to separate into chunks two or more method
calls that appear to have disjoint data flow chains, especially if the file is complex
enough. This analysis was conducted and agreed upon via manual inspection by two
authors.
We further categorize each chunk pattern into code feature categories. These
categories represent groupings of certain code features that exist across many types of
stimuli. In theory, these would be important places where participants would look in
code for important information about how the code works. We put in effort to reduce
this set to 5 groups that would be common enough to be tracked across many stimuli.
The code features we selected include the following:
• control blocks include if statements, switch statements and loop statements
(typically their predicates only),
• signatures include method signatures and constructor signatures.
• initializers include constructor and method declarations, and statements or
statement groups that initialize variables.
• calls include method calls and constructor calls
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• output include statements that generate output printed to the console
Boilerplate lines, return statements, and inline methods were not grouped into these
five categories. Though they might provide value, we had to keep the groups un-
der comparative study to a minimum to properly compare and analyze all mean
comparisons for this work.
3.5 Experimental Results
We first quantify our results in terms of accuracy, by breaking the participants
into novices and non-novices, and then exploring their responses to various types
of questions they had randomly chosen. Our results from the performance of each
participant are broken out by question type in Table 2.
3.5.1 Results for RQ1: Accuracy
The number of questions participants answered correctly is shown in Figure 3.1. On
average, it took a participant 61.20 seconds to finish reading the code snippet before
moving on to the comprehension question.
We provide the data in Table 3.2 to compare the results in different groups of our
sample. We use the ANOVA test as it is a robust and reliable way to compare means
of two or more samples. We discuss the results of comparing the means of three sets of
responses across the two groups (novices and non-novices). Each mean represents the
responses gathered from the three types of questions, “Program Overview” (Overview),
“What is the Output?” (Output), and “Give a Summary” (Summary). First, post-hoc
analysis was able to confirm that, all participants considered, a fairly equivalent
amount of questions got answered among all three question types (70, 74, and 64
respectively). The ANOVA Omnibus F-test indicates there exist some significant
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Figure 3.1: Number of Questions Answered Correctly By Each Participant
differences between the means of the novices and non-novices, taking into account
weighted means across all three categories. (F(1, 15) = 4.618, p = .048, with effect
size or r = .485). As expected, non-novices scored significantly higher than novices
across all three questions (mean difference = 24.7%, p = .048). Upon learning this, we
took a closer look at the individual means to detect patterns, whether this trend holds
across all question types. In particular, we found that novices did better on program
overview questions than on output questions by 34.9% (p = .002). This pattern does
not carry across the same to non-novices, where they performed statistically the same
on overview questions as they did output questions (p = .165). However, we found a
significant difference in the amount of questions that non-novices answered correctly
compared to the novice participants in terms of output questions (p = .042).
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Table 3.2: Question Accuracy Non-novice/Novice Breakdown: Inner cells show means
by category and their comparisons. The estimated marginal mean (EMMean) shown
for each category gives a fairer value to compare groups than the unweighted means of
the inner cells by applying a few statistical corrections, including weighting the means
according to how many questions were answered in a category. They are shown for
replication purposes, though we do not use them to draw conclusions at this time.
Non-novice/Novice Accuracy Breakdown (ANOVA)
Standard deviation in brackets [ ], N in parentheses ( )
Est. Marginal Mean
Expertise Non-novice Novice
57.4% 35.6%
Question Type MEANS
EMMean Overview 76.0% = 52.8% (53)
64.4% [27.7%] (21) [32.0%]
= >
EMMean Output 55.3% > 17.9% (49)
36.6% [34.4%] (30) [30.6%]
= =
EMMean Summary 40.0% = 26.7 (50)%
33.4% [37.9%] (14) [22.6%]
< <
(Overview) 76.0% = 53.5%
3.5.2 Results for RQ2: Fixations in Chunks
Table 3.3 shows results of the Mann-Whitney test on each of the dependent variables.
Comparisons revealed that novices looked at method signatures significantly longer
than non-novices (p = .036). Non-novices however, looked at output statements
significantly longer than novices by 22.8% (p = .031). The first two metrics fixation
duration and fixation counts are relevant to RQ2.
We found the average total fixation duration across all snippets to be 45.4 seconds.
We observe that non-novices on average had a longer fixation duration with an average
code snippet fixation duration of 46.3 seconds while novices had an chunk fixation
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Table 3.3: Eye movement metrics calculated over all participants, non-novices, and
novices. The p-values for the differences between the non-novices and novices mean
(using Mann Whitney test) are shown along with effect size
Dep. Variable Mean Non-Novice Novice p-value Cliff’s delta
Fix. Duration 45.45 sec 46.33 sec 45.05 sec 0.7647
Fixations 195.7 196.5 195.4 0.8224
Transitions 48.63 50.84 47.64 0.5091
Chunk Fix. Dur. 0.82 sec 0.69 sec 0.88 sec <0.001 0.1952
Prior Exit
To Vertically 45.00% 44.51% 45.22% 0.7945
Later Chunk
To Vertically 38.79% 41.20% 37.71% 0.0151 0.2245
Earlier Chunk
Avg Chunk 1.49 1.57 1.46 0.0080 0.2448
Transition Dist.
Table 3.4: WhileClass chunks ranked by count of participants with highest and second
highest total fixation visits and total fixation duration
top 5’s - “letter” if block 12 92% longest 5’s - letter if 12 92%
visited 8’s - main method 1 8% duration 8’s - main mtd. 1 8%
2nd top 1’s - boilerplate 1 8% 2nd 2’s - mtd. sig 1 8%
visited 3’s - var. init 1 8% longest 3’s - var. init 1 8%
4’s - while 2 15% duration 4’s - while 3 23%
5’s - letter if 1 8% 5’s - letter if 1 8%
8’s - main mtd. 8 62% 8’s - main mtd. 7 54%
duration of 45.0 seconds. Using Mann Whitney, we did not find significant differences
between novice’s and non-novice’s fixation durations (p = 0.7647).
We now move to a discussion of the results we found while observing fixation
patterns among named chunks. We chose four stimuli to break down fixation patterns -
two with fewer lines of code WhileClass and PrintPatternR (Tables 3.4 and 3.5), and
two with greater amounts of code Rectangle and SignCheckerClassMR (Tables 3.7
and 3.6). We chose to discuss programs with significant complexity with the potential
to facilitate deeper discussion: both small programs have at least one loop construct,
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Table 3.5: PrintPatternR chunks ranked by count of participants with highest and
second highest total fixation visits and total fixation duration
most boilerplate 1 7% longest outer for 1 7%
visited inner for 14 93% duration inner for 14 93%
2nd most boilerplate 1 7% 2nd longest boilerplate 1 7%
visited outer for 10 67% duration outer for 8 53%
output 5 33% inner for 1 7%
output 5 33%
Figure 3.2: Chunks of PrintPatternR with chunk 3 and 4 highlighted
and the larger ones employ def-use flows that flow through multiple methods. See
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for snapshots of selections from both groups.
After studying the fixation durations of participants, we noticed in small programs
like PrintPatternR and WhileClass that regions of fixations tended to converge to
the same point in the file, regardless of whether the participant scored correct or
incorrect, and regardless of expertise. See Table 3.5 for which chunks participants
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Table 3.6: SignCheckerClassMR chunks ranked by count of participants with highest
and second highest total fixation visits and total fixation duration
most if block 1 7 47% longest if block 1 7 47%
visited if block 2 1 7% duration if block 2 2 13%
construct call 1 8 53% construct call 1 6 40%
2nd most method declare 2 13% 2nd longest method declare 3 20%
visited constructor 2 13% duration constructor 2 13%
if block 1 7 47% if block 1 7 47%
construct call 1 427% construct call 1 3 20%
construct call 2 17%
Table 3.7: Rectangle chunks ranked by count of participants with highest and second
highest total fixation visits and total fixation duration
most dim methods 5 36% longest dim methods 5 36%
visited area method 4 29% duration area method 3 29%
constr. sig 2 14% constr. sig. 3 14%
constr. body 2 14% constr. body 2 14%
constr. call 2 1 7% mm. constr. call 2 1 7%
2nd most dim methods 4 29% 2nd longest constr. call 1 3 21%
visited area methods 3 21% duration output 1 1 7%
constr. sig. 1 7% area method 3 21%
constr. body 2 14% constr. body 2 14%
constr. call 1 3 21% dim method 4 29%
output 1 1 7% constr. sig. 1 7%
gazed upon the longest. 93% of participants all fixated the most and for the longest on
chunk 3 (the inner for loop with print statement responsible for printing the asterisk
pattern.) Notably this chunk was designed to contain not one but two important code
categories, namely loops and print statements, but participants potentially look here
due to its relevance to the overall function of the program. Chunks 2, 3 and 4 from this
program stand out as retaining the longest fixation durations and highest visit count
for most participants, boilerplate only scoring at the top of one participant’s focal
point of attention. A few chunks were tied for second place in the second-top-visited
category.
We find a few contrasts to small programs like PrintPatternR when we look at
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large programs such as Rectangle (Table 3.7) and SignCheckerClassMR (Table 3.6).
We see trends that occurs in programs with more information that do not occur in
these small programs. As for Rectangle, we saw most participants focus on bodies of
inline methods and constructors. See Table 3.7. The dimension methods received the
most fixations and the longest duration times for most participants, followed closely
by either the area calculation method, or constructor method. What this seems to
show is a concern by most participants for the information that the statement code
and not the declarations and prototypes offer. In Figure 3.3, we see the program
numbered by chunk with shaded regions. The darker hues represent regions that more
participants visited the most times throughout their session. We note that variable or
method declarations (outside signatures) did not get the most attention of any of our
participants. The results shown here for these programs do not show the main method
as gaining much attention either. These are promising results that our analysis was
able to capture.
3.5.3 Results for RQ3: Chunk Transitions
We address RQ3 by observing up close the transitions made between various stimuli,
by looking at other dependent variables such as fixation counts more closely, and by
looking for the trends that exist across gaze data for multiple stimuli. The first metric
we investigate is number of transitions between chunks made by a participant during
a single task. We found that on average 48.6 of these transitions between chunks were
made by a participant during a single task. We observe that non-novices made more
transitions on average (50.84 transitions) than novices (47.64). After running a Mann
Whitney test, we did not find the difference between these groups to be statistically
significant (p=0.5091).
Next we analyzed Chunk Fixation Duration Prior Exits. We found that on average
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Figure 3.3: Chunks of related code for Rectangle.cpp with top visited chunks
highlighted
participants spent 0.82 seconds fixating on a chunk before transitioning to another
chunk. Non-novices had a shorter Chunk Fixation Duration Prior Exit with an average
of 0.69 seconds before a transition was made, and novices looked at the chunks for a
longer Chunk Fixation Duration Prior Exit of 0.88 seconds. After running a Mann
Whitney test, we found this difference to be statistically significant (p<0.001). The
effect size was found to be small according to Cliff’s delta (d=0.1952).
For the Vertical Later Chunk, we found that on average 45.00% of transitions
were made to a vertically lower chunk. For non-novices, we found that they made
less transitions to vertically lower chunks with an average of 44.51% of transitions.
For novices, we found that transitions to a vertical later chunk accounted for on
average 45.22% of transitions. After running a Mann Whitney test, we find that these
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differences are not statistically significant (p=0.7945). Next we analyzed a related
metric, Vertical Earlier Chunk, for the transitions. We found that on average 38.79%
of transitions were made to a vertically earlier chunk. The reason that the Vertical
Later Chunk and Vertical Earlier Chunk percentages do not add to 100% is because
some transitions are made to lines that are not included in a chunk or to points that
are not mapped to lines. For non-novices, we found that they made more transitions to
vertically earlier chunks with an average 41.20% of transitions. For novices, we found
the Vertical Later Chunk was on average 37.71% of transitions. After running a Mann
Whitney test, we find that these differences are statistically significant (p=0.0151).
The effect size was found to be small according to Cliff’s delta (d=0.2245).
The two previous metrics show us that non-novices are less likely to read code
from the top chunk to the bottom chunk, and non-novices are more flexible in the
direction they transition to. In addition, we can also see that non-novices transitions
from chunks to chunks instead of between lines not included in a chunk more than
novices.
We found that the average chunk distance of a transition, the space between
fixations on one chunk at a second vertically above or below, was 1.49 chunks. Non-
novices transitioned to chunks that were on average farther away with an average
chunk distance of 1.57 lines, and novices transitioned to chunks that had on average
a chunk distance of 1.46. After running a Mann Whitney test, we find that these
difference are statistically significant (p=0.0080). The effect size was found to be
small according to Cliff’s delta (d=0.2448). The most common chunk distance for
a transition between chunks was 1 which shows that participants most commonly
transitioned to chunks that are close to the current chunk being fixated on.
We now combine the results obtained from the eye tracker, namely the fixation
regions of each participant and the length of each fixation duration, with the data
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Figure 3.4: Output of RTGCT for Rectangle, highlighting inter-chunk transitions
between constructor, dimension methods, and the area method.
that we have on the locations of chunks in files. We use a tool, named the Radial
Transition Graph Comparison Tool (RTGCT), that was provided by researchers at the
University of Stuttgart Institute of Visualization and Interactive Systems. This tool
is used to display data from fixation files and materialize visual data on a computer
screen in a tree-annulus style fashion, in a way shows how long participants gaze was
on a certain part of the code and that allows users to view activity from a whole task
at once in a single image. Each stimulus is colored differently and positioned adjacent
to other stimuli along an annulus, the arc length of its color showing the percentage
of the total duration of the participant’s task taken up by his accumulated fixations
on that stimulus. See Figure 3.4.
We observe the output of the tool for two of our largest programs, where we can
find some interesting transitions. Our Rectangle.cpp code snippet had 24 lines of code,
and our SignCheckerClassMR code snippet had 33 lines of code. For listings of the
full programs of both, see Appendix A, Figure A.5 and Figure A.9a.
In the Rectangle example, The top scorers in the non-novice category were P01
and P06, and a few notable trends appear in their results. See Figure 3.4 for the
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Figure 3.5: Output of RTGCT for SignCheckerClassMR which indicate trends in
method declaration lookups with ring sectors sized equally regardless of duration
percentages
transition rate between P01 and P06 between the constructor signature and both the
area function and the chunk named dimension methods” (containing width and height
functions for the rectangle), are greater in comparison to transitions between main
method, boilerplate and other regions of the program. P01 a high scorer, made 7
transitions between the dimension methods and the area method. P06, the other high
scorer, made a fascinating 10 transitions between the constructor signature and the
area method. These patterns do not appear in any other non-novice individual’s eye
gaze patterns. These transitions are either non-existent or diminished in comparison
to other non-novice participants indicating to us that these two points of the program
might have been important for these participants.
The SignCheckerClassMR code snippet transitions are visualized in Figure 3.5. In
order to properly depict transitions and not hide any, we chose to use the RTGCT’s
“Equal Sectors” mode to show all chunks as equivalent segments along the outer ring.
In this example P01 and P07 performed poorer than other participants. We can see a
trend that transitioning between methods and the constructor may have led to this.
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3.6 Discussion
We found differences between the two levels of expertise in frequency of eye movements
among chunks. Non-novices looked at chunk areas longer before transitioning to
others, tended to transition among chunks spanning great distances, and had more
transitions to earlier-visited chunks than novices.
Looking closer at the data for what participants took most interest in, we found that
for smaller programs (PrintPatternR and WhileClass) over 90% of all participants
from both groups fixated on a single segment of code. Larger programs like Rectangle
brought up situations where there was little agreement, especially among non-novices,
about which chunk got either the most fixations, the longest fixation durations, or
both. These results were not necessarily isolated to Rectangle.
When looking at fixation data (without considering question responses), non-
novices tended to shun other elements (other than control blocks) in stronger favor of
output statements most of the time. However, interestingly, novices tended to allocate
time to visiting areas other than control blocks. They tended to hold their fixations
on declarations more than signatures, but this is the only deviation from that pattern
we could find. Output statements were the 2nd-least visited among all the coded
categories for novices, and method signatures were the least visited category for both
novices and non-novices. For over 50% of the questions for non-novice participants we
saw non-novices focus on output statements in their top two most visited categories.
When looking at responses to questions, we realized that we cannot say much
to what fixation categories generally lead to better answers on questions. This is
because the better areas to fixate upon depend heavily on the content of the stimulus,
and there are not enough trials from enough people and enough different stimuli to
support that. We were able to show in our data that for some stimuli – those which
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had more complex-structured helper methods – participants focusing on method calls
longest received better scores, but that focusing on method calls helped predict worse
scores for a stimulus with more complex control blocks. Future work will need to be
done that controls across multiple stimuli for the complexity of code within, perhaps
evening out complexities of control blocks and of the def-use method call chains within
stimuli, in order to ensure that comparisons can be drawn fairly when gathering what
fixation patterns might lead to better performance.
3.7 Threats to Validity
We describe the main threats to validity to our study and measures taken to mitigate
them.
Internal Validity: The 13 C++ programs used in this study are code snippets
and might not be representative of real-world programs. To mitigate this, we had
code snippets vary in length, difficulty, and constructs used to add variety to our
independent variables. Correcting the eye tracking data to account for drift can
introduce bias to the data. To mitigate this, only groups of ten fixations were moved
at a time and the new location had to be agreed on by two of the authors.
External Validity: A threat to the generalization of our results is that all our
participants were students. This was mitigated by the inclusion of students with
widely varying degrees of expertise, ranging from 1 year of study to 5+ years (4 years
of baccalaureate plus some years in a graduate program).
Another threat is our sample size. We ended our study with comprehension data
from 17 participants, and with viable eye tracking data from 15 participants. However,
the fact that results we analyzed for non-novices came from only 5 participants may
raise questions. In response, the fact we successfully gathered from all participants
repeated measures on at least 10 stimuli per participant, and that we collect a total
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of 57 eye-gaze patterns and 65 question responses from these participants alone is
suggestive of the rigor that went into our assessments of how each participant did.
Construct Validity: A threat to the validity of this study is that the method
we chose to use to break lines into chunks was done using standards agreed upon
by the authors of whether certain chunks would remain relevant by the end of our
study. However, these decisions may not generalize to all potential code comprehension
analyses, as these choices were made subjective to the data authors had at their disposal
at different points of the study. To mitigate this threat, we carefully synchronized each
decision on how to divide lines into chunks for each of our 13 stimuli, and two of the
authors met for 90 minutes before the final decision was made on which chunks would
remain. Since we only are only measuring our participants on program comprehension,
a mono-operation bias can occur. In order to mitigate this, we used three different
types of program comprehension questions, summarization, output, and overview, in
order to vary the exact task being performed.
Conclusion Validity: In all our analyses we use standard statistical measures, i.e.
t-test and Cohen’s d, which are conventional tools in inferential statistics. We take into
account all assumptions for the tests. For comparisons we used analysis of variance
(ANOVA), which includes an F test in order to decide whether the means used in our
comparisons are equal.
3.8 Summary
An eye tracking study on thirteen C++ programs was done in a classroom setting
with students during the last week of a semester. We find that the link between the
expertise of a student and how accurately they answer questions, is made much clearer
when paired with the insight of what visual cues were used by students the most. The
visual cues led us to discover that students agree less on which areas to focus on the
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most when the program size grows to be large. These insights also showed us that
the frequency of incorrectly answered questions is only significantly affected in certain
stimuli by the areas participants looked at – or perhaps what they did not look at.
Finally, we saw that performance of non-novice students can be intrinsically linked to
both the number of fixations and the transitions made between important segments
of the code. More research will be required to determine whether it is the data flow
through the constructs or simply the types of constructs available that drive where
participants look.
We were able to uncover and visualize patterns among top performers that showed
what transitions may have mattered the most as cues perhaps leading to better
understanding. In addition, more research will be required to learn whether more
frequent transitions amongst coded categories within stimuli are truly linked to better
performance, or whether other factors we did not observe more closely contributed more
to success. As part of future work, we would like to use the iTrace infrastructure [28]
to conduct experiments with industry professionals on real large-scale systems.
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Chapter 4
A Gaze-Based Exploratory Study of Developers on Stack
Overflow
Given the proliferance of search, and the free availability of online code documentation
via ReadTheDocs, GitHub, and supporters of programming language development
processes, it can hardly be said that developers operate in a closed-off isolated
environment. Professional developers to students have indicated in our studies that
great numbers of them are familiar with online forum searching, and StackOverflow.com
is an outlet for many programmers that has gained the attention of over 5 million
users, according to a reading from 2012 [18]. In prior work, studies have been done
on mining Stack Overflow data such as for predicting unanswered questions or how
and why people post. Studies of Stack Overflow have even revealed it to be a hub
where product documentation can be found when the official documentation is not
existent [20]. For this reason, developers ought to be able to integrate searching for
information from peers into their workflow to achieve success when documentation at
hand is limited.
To better understand this behavior on how users mine and comprehend online
content while working using codebases, we conducted an eye tracking study that gave
developers access to Stack Overflow tasked with creating human-readable summaries
of methods and classes in large Java projects. Presented here in this thesis is a pilot
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study that focused on fixations and transitions between elements. Later in time,
this study was extended to uncover insights from the content of summaries provided
by participants, but here we focus on fixation duration and transitions among two
elements in the codebase, two elements in Stack Overflow, or between one element
each in both. Gaze data is collected on both the source code elements and Stack
Overflow document elements at a fine token-level granularity using iTrace, our eye
tracking infrastructure [28].
We found that developers look at the text more often than the title in posts. Code
snippets were the second most looked at element. Tags and votes are rarely looked
at. When switching between Stack Overflow and the Eclipse Integrated Development
Environment (IDE), developers often looked at method signatures and then switched
to code and text elements on Stack Overflow. Such heuristics provide insight to
automated code summarization tools as they decide what to give more weight to while
generating summaries.1
4.1 Research Questions
To utilize Stack Overflow to its full capacity, a developer must know not only how to
search for relevant questions, but also which parts of the question are most indicative of
a good question and answer. To this end, we address the following research questions.
• RQ1: What parts of the Stack Overflow questions and answers do developers
focus on most?
• RQ2: What elements do developers transition between on SO posts and the
Eclipse IDE?
1Parts of this chapter were published in the Extended Abstracts of the CHI Conference (CHI
2019), in Glasgow, Scotland [12]
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4.2 Study Design
We briefly describe the study tasks, participants, data collection and study instrumen-
tation in a pilot study we conducted to determine how participants navigate Stack
Overflow pages. Fifteen participants were asked to each individually explore the source
code behind two open source Java projects, the Eclipse IDE, and the Android SDK,
while using the Eclipse IDE’s GUI interface to browse and inspect the code in these
two codebases. The API’s users were asked to inspect are presented in Table 4.1. The
task given to each participant was “Summarize the implementation and usage of the
following method/class.” See Appendix B for an example of a study sheet given to
participants. When each participant was asked to summarize one of two content types
from these codebases, methods or classes, chosen from the Android and Eclipse code
repositories - in human-readable English sentences, the researchers would record their
gaze response as they navigated each page.
4.2.1 Tasks
First, each participant was given a pre-questionnaire to determine their familiarity
with the Java programming language, and where the participant could self report their
perceived skill level and familiarity with Stack Overflow. Following this step, the eye
tracker was calibrated and, after navigating an embedded browser within the eclipse
interface to the stackoverflow.com homepage, the participant was told they would
have as much time as they would like to explore the code snippet and browse Stack
Overflow.com to gain an understanding of their assigned API code snippet. The four
snippets selected for this study are outlined in Table 4.1. Following indicating they
were done studying, the participant was prompted with a comprehension question
that gauged their ability to understand what had been read. Each participant was
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Table 4.1: Methods and Classes in the Gaze Based Exploratory Study
Element Description
Method android.app.Dialog.onSearchRequested()
Class android.widget.Chronometer
Method org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Widget.dispose()
Class org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Dialog
presented with all four API selections, methods from the Eclipse open source IDE
codebase, and two classes from the Android Software Development Kit open source
codebase.
4.2.2 Participants
Thirteen students from a local university’s computer science department were selected
for this study. According to the results of the pre-task survey, all thirteen had taken at
least two computer science courses, the vast majority having had experience in learning
data structures, and advanced object oriented programming. Twelve male and one
female participants made up the selected population. When asked to self-rate their
programming skill on a scale from 1 to 5, 5 being expert, ten the participants rated
themselves 3 or higher. When asked to rate their comfort with the Java programming
language, 9 of the participants rated themselves 4 or higher, 5 being “extremely
comfortable.”
4.2.3 Apparatus
We used the Tobii X-60 eye tracker to collect eye tracking data on how participants
navigated the source code and Stack Overflow elements within the Eclipse IDE and
the web browser.
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4.2.4 Environment
We used the eye tracking infrastructure iTrace [28] (www.i-trace.org), that connects to
an eye tracker and automatically maps eye gaze on semantically meaningful elements
in the code (if statements, identifiers ...) and in Stack Overflow (title, description,
code, images, comments, etc...). This mapping works in the presence of scrolling and
context switching. We ran this study with fifteen Computer Science senior students in
an eye tracking lab. All participants were familiar with Java and the Stack Overflow
website. The study took approximately 30 minutes to complete.
4.2.5 Workflow
We gave only the base URL of StackOverflow.com to participants as a prompt to
begin searching, and let them freely navigate the codebase. We attempted to mitigate
some of the confounding factors by removing existing comments from the codebase.
The eye tracker was opened, and the participant was led in their task screen to
a prepared Eclipse environment set up along with a window where the participant
could switch to to complete the task of summarization. See B.1. A Chrome browser
was also opened to a StackOverflow.com home page. The participants were asked to
complete a pre-questionnaire, helping us track basic demographics such as age, gender,
major and year in school. Following this, eye tracking records were collected, and
kept on all three of these interfaces, as the participant was asked to explore them to
understand the API presented in their Eclipse file browser.
4.3 Study Results
In the results we note a few general trends. First, participants change pages frequently
when given open freedom to navigate. We studied closely the search behavior of
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participants and found that the search bar was used by most to search directly for the
class or method name. When pairing these results alongside experience, participants
with more experience searched for more terms than just the unit name, such as the
project name “android” as a separate word.
More results came in the form of gaze data. To summarize what is to come,
while different participants took different amounts of time on different pages, trends
prevailed on a certain set of three elements on Stack Overflow pages that captured
the most focus, embedded paragraphs, embedded “code text”, and lastly important,
page title text.
4.3.1 Data Processing
To process the data, the srcML tool (www.srcml.org), a tool that helps maps gaze
to specific tokens on lines in Java source code, was first used to preprocess the code.
After this initial processing, the data was aggregated to find the distributions of the
time spent looking at Stack Overflow, and code within the Eclipse IDE. We discarded
data from one participant as he did not use Stack Overflow to complete the task due
to some difficulty understanding the instructions.
After retrieving all the data for this study, we learned that our 13 participants had
visited 80 unique Stack Overflow pages. This averages out to nearly 5 unique pages
per individual. Given that we allowed our participants to freely roam, and gave them
a home-page as a starting point, this kind of variability in the resulting pages is to be
expected. We did not weight fixation times by the number of lines that appear in the
region being fixated upon, as do other eye tracking studies in this field, but we note
in figure 4.1 the percentage of time participants spent in each AOI category across
Stack Overflow pages.
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4.3.2 Gaze Transitions
We studied gaze transitions between element types on Stack Overflow and the IDE, to
find that more gaze transitions landing in code tended to land on method signatures
and control flow blocks, and we show these likelihoods as shaded regions in Figure
4.3. If a transition were to originate from the body of a question or answer on stack
overflow, it would most likely have landed on a if statement or method signature.
We also studied where gaze landed when students transitioned into the browser.
Text and title elements received the most frequent transitions into a Stack Overflow
page, and these transitions would most likely originate from Method signatures
and variable declarations. Something interesting to note is that participants rarely
transitioned from the codebase directly into the embedded code regions that appear
on Stack Overflow pages. The frequency of this occurring was the strongest in the
case of transitioning from “variables” in the code base to stack overflow. More analysis
would be required to determine how these variables were being used to cause the spike.
Information about these and other transitions can be found in Figure
4.3.3 Gaze Distribution
The overall distribution of gaze time between the Eclipse IDE, Stack Overflow, and the
task file where participants wrote their summaries is shown in Figure 4.2. Participants
spent most of their time looking at the code base in the Eclipse IDE, and they all used
Stack Overflow at some point in their session. In the browser, participants spent the
second longest portion of their time reading the embedded code fragments of Stack
Overflow pages they came across, and the most of their time in the browser looking at
the main bodies of these questions.
Answer text tended to get more attention than question text. This could be due to
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Figure 4.1: Overview of Gazes per Participant Distributed by Time Spent Looking at
Each Context
Figure 4.2: Gaze Duration Distribution per Participant on Stack Overflow Elements
a number of reasons. Aside from the answer potentially being more informative, one
reason for this could be the fact that a page can have multiple answers, but a Stack
Overflow page is deisgned to display one question at a time. Thus multiple answers
can draw more attention from participants as each one is inspected for informative
content.
We point out several responses to the data shown in Figure 4.2. On Stack Overflow,
text and code are elements that each participant fixate upon the most. Time spent
on question posts does not seem to differ at first glance from time spent on answers
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Figure 4.3: Sum of all participant’s transitions from Stack Overflow elements to Java
elements with darker shades representing a more frequently seen transition
(answer comments being an exception). Votes are rarely looked at in both questions
and answers in Stack Overflow. From the figure, 6.61% of fixation duration was spent
at maximum by any participant looking at votes.
4.4 Threats to Validity
We address the threats to the validity of this study in terms of its generalizability and
the API projects we chose to use.
These studies may not generalize to realistic developer scenarios, as this study had
a very low amount of participants. All participants were given all four tests, so in the
end after filtering one participant from our table, we ended up with 52 points of data
across all participants to present on AOI gaze.
The research presented as part of this work was carried out using two well known
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Figure 4.4: Sum of all participants’ transitions from Java elements to the Stack
Overflow elements with darker shades representing a more frequently seen transition.
open source API codebases, Eclipse and the Android SDK, across 14 participants,
giving each the chance to summarize a single Eclipse method or Eclipse class, or
Android method or class. While developers were allowed to navigate the entire
codebase, they were found to access up to 9 total classes across either codebase. These
results may not be applicable to other studies involving these codebases as we were
not able to control in this study for having access to code only, versus having access
to code and Stack Overflow.
4.5 Summary
This study presents our initial results on what developers look at on Stack Overflow and
how they navigate between source code and SO pages when summarizing code elements.
In this study we look at source code only. For the remainder of our dissertation, we
extend our work to include new subjects and a look at how participants perform on
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tasks that include a wider variety of information sources, and how changing the task,
but keeping only code as the information source affects gaze behavior.
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Chapter 5
How Developers Summarize API Elements in Stack Overflow,
Bug Reports, Code, and in Combination
While source code itself is meant to give a developer a documentation of how a
binary encoded program will run, developers can turn to second hand resources to
understand more about the programmer’s interface defined by a tool. This online help
comes in many forms that help depending on the angle developer wishes to approach
the problem. If they are stumped by an error, they may turn to online bug report
repositories. To learn how to use the tool via questions similar to what other users
have asked, developers can turn to online help question and answer forums. Both
these two types of online help are typically not considered for their hosting original
copies of and explanations of the exact code in the codebase, but are searched for their
“commentary”, which may point in a direction of an answer or technique which can be
applied by interested users aside in their own use case. This commentary comes in
many forms and might address conceptual needs in some cases, and more technical
needs in other cases. In this work, we investigate the impacts of various levels of
commentary that can impact how users comprehend programmer API’s new to them,
via an eye-tracking study that inspects how new users examine "areas of interest" on
bug repositories, Q&A forum posts, and on files in a codebase.1
1Parts of this chapter were published in the 27th IEEE International Conference on Software
Analysis, Evolution and Reengineering held in London, Ontario, Canada [66]
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5.1 Study Overview
The purpose of this study was to examine the possible influence of two types of website
information sources on learning computing API’s. Participants were given varied
levels of “access” to the internet, to test the effect of their access on their choices
made in their summaries, and the impact on where they fixated. The two types of
help given are StackOverflow.com Access - for StackOverflow.com’s profoundly large
host of questions and answer format posts, and BugZilla bug-reporting system Access,
which provided access to bug reporting systems relevant to the four API’s we had
participants search. We selected four API programs, JMeter, TomCat, Netbeans IDE,
and Eclipse IDE.
Each participant took 4 tests, one with access to the source code of these four
programs, but no help from online access, one with access to a bug reporting system
and no API source code, one with access to a Q&A forum and no source code, and
one with access to both bug reporting and Q&A forums, and also the source code.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of eight sequences, which counterbalanced
the treatments to help eliminate ordering effects.
5.2 Organization of this Study’s Contents
Here is how this study is organized. We first assess the types of basic blocks per
information source we need to study. We choose these basic blocks based on criteria
we selected in preliminary work, on limitations of our software, and on the research
literature providing results. Using our modified Olsson filter algorithm, we tuned our
filter to record 60ms fixations on times time participants fixated on a question, answer,
or comment in Stack Overflow, a bug description or bug comment on Bug Reports,
or previously specified areas of interest in code outlined in our prior studies in this
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thesis. We’ll start each section by providing the basic blocks, and their counts in a
table. Specifically, in order to have a reliable means of comparing fixations among
pages in the same “context” (Stack Overflow, Bug Reports, or Codebase), we calculate
not only raw seconds of these fixations but also the mean percentage of time spent
on pages out of the total time participants durated in a session. We calculate this
individually for each participant for their specific session time, before averaging them
together to form the means we show in the coming tables.
Before we discuss the results, we want to focus briefly on the infrastructure that
made it possible to gather such low level information across the many contexts we
study as part of this chapter.
5.3 iTrace Infrastructure
Kevic et. al. in 2017 in made several observations in a study that used high-precision
equipment to help identify the patterns of actions developers took in their gazes and
mouse-click interactions with line-by-line accuracy [25,27]. When having developers
performing a change task on the IDE, the study made relevant observations. Firstly,
monitoring variables that deal with gaze allows more fine-grained interpretation of
developer activity on a task. Their study found a significant jump in the methods they
were able to observe developers interacting with via gaze versus simply using their
mouse (Mmouse = 12.51, Mkeyboard = 4.53, t(54) = 4.57, p < .05). While, as would be
expected, they observed that certain methods got greater than others in the middle of
a thorough change task investigation, they found the trails left by eye-gaze results did
not typically trace along methods related in a call chain, but more so back-and-forth
between methods that are close in proximity on the same page of text.
To facilitate the analysis of eyegaze across the high volume of contexts in a similar
fashion, we consider as part of multiple studies we present in this work, we employ
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technology called iTrace [28]. iTrace is eye tracking software infrastructure built and
utilized by a growing number of eye-tracking studies, that automates the translation
of gaze to analyzable areas of interests on code and code-related interfaces, such as
source code editors, internet browsers, and more. Areas of interest in many artifacts
highly related to source code comprehension have been analyzed in previous studies,
such as in source code codebase files, Stack Overflow web pages, Bugzilla bug reports,
GitHub pages, HackerRank code competition pages, and more.
A big benefit of iTrace is that it allows us to proceed with eyegaze studies in the
presence of scrolling text on the computer screen and also in the presence of switching
between Windows and tracking multiple contexts simultaneously. However, we limited
the use of window management in all our studies to not allow participants to zoom in
and out of webpages. In a number of our studies, a Tobii X-60 eye tracker was used
to record fixations at 60 frames per second, and we were still able to pull quite a lot
of useful data from our attempts at tracking programmer behavior.
5.4 Study Design
We provide information about study materials in this section.
5.4.1 Participants
We had 30 participants in total participate in this study. 18 participants were Bachelor’s
and Master’s degree students from a local university, and 12 were Bachelor’s, Master’s
and Ph. D. students from another local university.
5.4.2 Motivating Example Showing our Data Collection Process
We move on to discuss scanpath results of our participants. We will start with an
explanation of how our fixation filter works.
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In [66], we used an unmodified version of a fixation filter published by Pontus
Olsson. For more on the filter itself, see [62]. Notably Olsson’s filter is both an
IDT , IVT filter that detects gaze events via a myriad of known techniques based on
the spatial dispersion of gazes on a screen, and the measured velocity of the eye. A
few notes about this this works are explained in the diagram in Figure 5.2. For a
comprehensive introduction to the topic of writing a fixation filter, see [67].
A raw gaze file similar to those collected from 20-minute-maximum experiments on
participants studied in this chapter can contain nearly 25,000 “gaze points.” These are
points on the medium or track-space where the eye was detected, and not all of these
collected points are worthy of study. To deem them worthy, we need an algorithm that
removes eye movements that serve only to signal the transition to another gaze point.
In the literature, these are known as “saccadic movements”. Saccadic movements,
which typically last 200 to 300 ms, happen between eye resting points and are where
brain is thought not to perform cognition (eye-mind hypothesis, see [68]). The fixation
filter by Olsson helps us take a gazes list and remove saccadic movements to create a
fixation list. We studied and modified a Java implementation of the Pontus Olsson
filter to help generate the data of this chapter.
First, the distance (mathematically, the Euclidean distance) is checked between
each of the gazes. A fixation is assigned a value T , corresponding to the time value at
which gazes near the position of that gaze can be reliably "summed together". Two
“gazes” can only be “summed together” if the distance betweeen them is less than
distance D. Based on the hertz of the eye tracker, each gaze has an initial value of Hz,
and the T for a given area will grow to 2 * Hz if two gazes within that area are found
and are separated by less than D.
For our example, the tracker picked up two long fixations directly on the word,
“main,” and three long fixations on the word “static.” Before looking at main, the
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participant’s eyes "jittered" below the line, and continued toward main as they
navigated away from static. This first view at the data is one with a lot of noise. For
our example, the size of the black dot indicates the value of T. The gaze below main
is a “smaller peak”, a peak smaller than others, but with a high enough value of time
spent there to barely make the threshold D and remain in the dataset. This step
removes gaze noise from the dataset not related to fixations, but saccades.
Next, the algorithm groups spatially-proximate fixations after "peak removal", by
clustering larger peaks together into one fixation. This is done purely and purposefully
based only on their spacial distance and not on time, and constitutes the bulk of the
“IDT” part of the algorithm as defined in Salvucci ( [67]). Ihere are two clusterable
groups in our example that land directly on the words "static" and "main", and there
is one gaze close enough to main that it is swallowed up into the one near that word
to create the fixation output we can use to assign areas of interest.
AOI data information is embedded into every fixation a-priori by iTrace [28]. This
software was developed at the Software Engineering Research and Empirical Studies
lab directed by Sharif et al. for the quick automated mapping of gazes to AOI’s on a
computer screen that deal with source code. It also handles the generation of AOI’s
on websites as well, but for this example, we focus on our line of source code provided
in 5.2, and will explain shortly how we add a step to Olsson’s to retain the fixation
data assigned to every gaze from iTrace. This next step uses negotiation between the
surrounding gazes to help identify tokens.
5.4.3 Modifying Olsson’s to Get AOI Data
After successfully removing saccadic data from our gazes, we are often left with a
scenario like the one outlined in 5.3, where we have a bunch of gazes in the first
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(a) Olsson’s algorithm works on eye gazes (b) Saccadic movements are removed
(c) We are left with gaze “peaks” (d) Peaks close together get merged
Figure 5.2: How our Eye-tracking Filter Gets Fixations from Gaze Data: A demon-
stration of the Olsson Filter Algorithm
diagram that are very close to each other, yet have different labels like the one shown
in green.
As iTrace [28] embeds AOI information at the gaze level, this conflict resulted in
the authors of this work having to make a decision on how to fairly select the correct
gaze among those tightly clustered like the ones shown, from which to properly adopt
information. At a high-level, the process involves the following regarding certain
iTrace identifiers assigned to each gaze:
1. At the final spatial merging step in Olsson’s algorithm, keep all the gazes from
the prior step to the side while using Olsson’s to merge gazes (as shown in the
diagram 5.3a).
2. If there is iTrace data that has been stored in this fixation by iTrace, add the
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data to a list linking back to it, and count how many instances of that “same
AOI” exist. 2.
3. The AOI with the maximum detection count among the list of those being
removed “wins”. That AOI’s iTrace fixation data is copied into the fixation
selected by Olsson’s, and following this the algorithm continues to merge more
fixations and repeat this process for each successive merge.
In our running example, the “return type” gaze is not really all by itself, but is
adjacent to higher-T-valued, “function name” gazes that are at this point ready to be
merged with it. Upon merge, the return-type gaze is rightfully filtered out as there
are fewer instances of this type of gaze among these, and the winning fixation over
the word “main” is correctly assigned the tag “function name”.
5.5 Data
First things first, for the BR treatment there were 5,824 registered fixations of 60 ms
or more on AOI’s across bug report pages. The areas of interest on these pages are bug
descriptions, bug comments, and bug attachment tables. For the SO treatment, there
were 5,286 fixations registered across all pages. Areas of interest here are question
posts and their comments, answer posts appearing on each question page and their
comments, the tag section listing the page’s tags, and the vote counter for each
question, answer, or comment post when showing (the counter is only shown for a
comment when the vote count for the comment is strictly greater than 0 or strictly
less than 0). Participants spent the least time on average fixating on AOI’s in the
2There are a number of ways we use to determine whether two AOI data points are “the same”.
For SO pages and for Bug reports, we compared their URL id’s, we compared their URL id’s as
well, and also their position on the page given using the part, part_number, type, and type_number
attributes. For code, iTrace stores more information, including line number information. Two
code-line AOI’s are different if they are on different line numbers.
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Figure 5.3: How AOI Assignment is added to Olsson’s Algorithm
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Bug Report Treatment. Nearly 60% of those in this treatment spent the majority
on their session time fixating on the summary reporting form instead. There were
15,615 fixations on the CODE treatment alone, and here we tracked at the line level
the exact line of code that developers fixated upon. A quick look at the data for this
treatment reveals fixations during amounted to a numerically longer time spent on the
task than fixations on SO. We’ll soon test whether these differences between fixation
times on AOI’s per treatment are statistically significant. Finally, there were 16,096
fixations observed in the ALL treatment, where developers were allowed to skim all
three types of pages for information.
A general question is how long did each participant spend fixating on each informa-
tion source type (the information source types are the contents of Stack Overflow(“SO”)
Q&A posts, Bugzilla Bug Reports (“BR”), and API source code ("the code" or “CODE”).
We need to be careful here, as the first visit to their first information source in a
session might be special. It might be special because the participant is warming up
to the study environment, or because the first page’s content contains the content
they find most relevant. For their first visit, participants spent the longest amount
on the code in the CODE treament, compared to content in SO Q&A posts the SO
only treatment, and bug reports in the BR treatment. Participants spent on average
193.14 s looking at AOI’s on the first CODE source, much higher than the 34.588 s
spent on their first SO page. and the 27.214 s on average on their first BR page.
In order to motivate exploring the details of these pages and the stimuli on them,
we have provided Table 5.1 to show how often the means taken for all pages at once,
differs from the mean of a single treatment, Bug Reports only (BR), Stack Overflow
only (SO), and source code only (CODE).
We can say for certain that the duration time of participants in the codebase
treatment is considerably higher than the mean for the other two single source
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Figure 5.4: Mean Time spent in the total session (1) versus areas of interest in the
information source (2) in the BR, SO, and CODE treatments
Table 5.1: Means for total AOI-related-fixation durations three single-information-
source treatments.
Overall BR SO CODE
Single Source Bug. Rept. Q&A Codebase
All Pages 59.34 sec 24.48 sec 28.77 sec 156.62 sec
N 182 74 62 46
1st Page 83.77 sec 27.22 sec 34.59 sec. 193.14 sec
N 89 30 30 29
2nd Page 39.78 sec 20.07 sec 22.25 sec. 154.78 sec
N 43 19 18 6
3rd Page 20.91 sec 14.38 sec 22.48 sec. 38.98 sec.
N 25 13 8 4
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treatments. The mean duration on AOI’s for CODE is 6 times that of either BR or
SO. Participants looked at AOI’s on code on average 6 times longer. From this table,
we can see how this difference begins to fade as the number of unique pages visited
grows. Codebase file duration drops to just 39 seconds on average after the 2nd file
lookup, which is still larger than the total gaze duration on bug reports and Stack
Overflow posts in 20 participant’s first bug report page of gazes, and 20 participant’s
first stack overflow page of gazes. Participants did not navigate much of the codebase
though, as the maximum files reached among all was 4. The maximum number of files
reached for BR was 10 however, and there were 13 total participants registering a look
at 3 pages or more. Though the total fixation duration was down for BR, participants
stuck with it through the BR trial and visited more unique files.
5.5.1 Drop offs
Did this time tend to drop off after looking at the first page? For all three one source
alone treatments, the answer appears to be: "yes."
Out of the 29 participants who fixated on Code regions, 6 participants made it
to a second code file, and their median duration on their 2nd page was 87.22 s. 4
participants of the 6 made it to their 3rd code file. One spent 106 s, the next 28 s,
the next 20 s, and the last 1.5 s on the final page. Given the meager results as we
tend toward 3 or so pages, participants didn’t seem to navigate the entire codebase
provided to them. We measured the directory depth of each source code project to
give an understanding of the amount of code available. The TomCat project had a
maximum directory depth of 12 (the minimum being 0, all files at same directory),
and a total of approximately 6157 normal files, Netbeans a maximum directory depth
of 18, and an approximate total 75546 normal files, JMeter a maximum depth of
12 and a total of approx 5746 files. We were not able to determine the maximum
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depth available for the Eclipse package, as the two methods sampled are from two
separate eclipse repositories, and we did not accurately keep tabs on the version of the
repository these users used, and cannot report these numbers reliably for this work.
We do know that Participant 13 (Tomcat Class CODE treatment) looked at the most
code files during their session, 8 files in total.
5.5.2 Visiting AOI’s versus alternate gaze points
There is something else to point out here: how much time did participants spend
looking at AOI’s, versus time spent in the session altogether? For an accurate
representation of “sesssion time”, we want to only include time where the participant
was engaged in the task, and not anything relevant to study setup or teardown, and
so for each treatment T ∈ {ALL, SO,BR,CODE}, we take the time the session for
T ended minus when it started, plus the duration of the last fixation in treatment T .
See Figure 5.4 for more information on the mean time participants spent on AOI’s
versus not.
If the participant’s gaze was not located on an AOI, it was either off to the side of
the computer screen, a non-mapped portion of the screen, or on the summary report
document. The percentage of time spent on AOI’s in the BR treatment turned to have
the widest range (from 3% to 99%), but AOI’s here drew fixations for the lowest time
among the four treatments averaged across the visits for every participant (a mean of
35%). The percentage of time spent on AOI’s in the SO treatment ranged from 6-93%
of session time, and had a mean of 41%. The percentage of time spent on AOI’s in
the CODE treatment varied dramatically from the single source treatments, in that
participants took in 53% on average of the content through fixations (not accounting
for one participant who spent 17min without making one 60ms fixation on an element
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Figure 5.5: Mean Time spent in total session (1) versus in Information Source specific
AOI’s and summary document (2) under 3 treatments.
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of code for their entire session, range of time spent on AOI’s in this treatment ranged
from 21%-78%)
We did not see as much of a drop off in AOI fixation time in the BR treatments. In
fact, for BR it was not until reaching the 4th file that we saw numbers of participants
reaching the 5th drop below 10. The mean duration on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th pages
was 20.07 s, 14.38 s respectively. On Q&A posts in the SO treatment, the drop off
was sharp after the 1st page. An average of 34 s per participant was spent on the first
page, with a notable standard deviation of 28 s, and a maximum of 2.4 minutes. The
second question reached an average of 22.2 s of AOI gaze time on average, while only
8 participants made it to the 3rd page, where they spent on average 22.47 seconds
browsing. Participants browsed the breadth of many bug reports much more avidly,
than they did other information sources, but they did not hang around any one page
very long.
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5.5.3 Was All Time Focused on Task?
From Figure 5.5, we are shown the total duration time, in the darkest shade, stacked
next to a bar plot for each treatment of the total time spent looking at AOI’s positioned
beneath the total session time spent fixating on the question prompt / summary answer
document on the screen of each participant’s workstation. Note though we could track
eyemovements in this area, we could not track every movement of the participant,
including gaze on non-code, non-tracked-gaze space outside the IDE window, or off
to the side of the screen. Much of the session time not accounted for in Figure 5.4
is accounted for here, and it is also more recognizable that the summary document
took up sizably different amounts of the participants time on average - more than
double time spent looking at bug reports, nearly half the time spent looking at SO
pages. Later we can use this to determine whether more or less time spent on reading
information led to specific patterns of gaze.
Mean completion times for BR and SO are generally stable. The standard deviation
for Q&A summary document fixations was + or - 1.17 minutes, and for BR was +/-
1.18 minutes. For treatment CODE the mean time to complete the task was much
higher, and participants spent much more time looking at the code than the summary
document. The standard deviation for looking at code however, was pretty high, and if
we don’t consider our outlier from before who focused only on the summary document
for 17 minutes before finishing the task, total summary-doc fixation duration has a
standard deviation of =/- 129 seconds, or 2 minutes, and a mean of 154 s. (upon
including this case, the standard deviation becomes 3 minutes.)
Participants during their ALL treatment had the opportunity to navigate both
complementary information sources as well as the code base. A participant may have
chosen to read a Bug report page for information coming straight from developer-
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employees, or Stack Overflow for more peer and audience implementation issues. While
we don’t know the intent of each participant, we explore how long each information
source captured their attention on their first, second and third attempts to gather
information, and report our results in Table 5.4.
Even in the ALL treatment, participants spent more time on the codebase. The
participant spending the least time on code in their ALL treatment session spent
nearly 58 seconds across all 4 of his visited codebase files.
It’s clear to see that bug reports and SO got major attention here on the latter
pages visited however. While the 3rd page for code pulled less than 10 s on average,
bug reports pulled 36.74 s on average on the 3rd page visited, and Q&A webpages
pulled 23.47 s on average. Our results from above regarding developers are replicated
here: most developers in our study did not find it appealing to study more than 2 or
3 code files in this study to answer our summary questions.
From the means we see here, it is clear to see that much more work needs to be
done to understand the contents of these files. If we had only calculated the ALL
treatment mean fixation times, we would have missed the important information that
it is code that drives this mean the most upward away from the low counts presented
by Q&A gaze and bug report gaze. However, had we looked at all counts in aggregate,
it would have made it impossible to see that Codebase gaze drops sharply beyond the
2nd file.
We need to understand what contents of these files led to the high gazes in some
areas but not others. Consider that the standard deviation of single source gaze is +/-
91 s, while the mean is 59.34 seconds as shown in the Table above. Clearly there were
some participants wide deviations from the mean in this sample that aren’t pointed
out by these tables, and there might be some interactions, or relationships between
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Timeframe 1 T. Frm. 2 T. Frm. 3 Not Visited
Bug Rpts Longest 1 10 13 6
Q/A Longest 7 18 4 1
Codebase Longest 14 8 5 3
Table 5.2: Counts of Groups of Participants who, for a given segment (in frame 1, 2,
or 3 of their session), fixation duration that information source was highest
T. Frame 1 T. Frame 2 T. Frame 3
Avg. Max Dur on Bug Rpt. 31.40 s 30.17 s 27.36 s
Avg. Max Dur on Q&A 37.33 s 36.04 s 124.73 s
Avg. Max Dur on Codebase 115.28 s 124.72 s 102.84 s
Table 5.3: Average time duration in a given timeframe for those in the groups given
in Table 5.2
All Pages N First Page N 2nd P N 3rd P N
All Sources 60.82 s 115 74.98 s 80 30.47 24 23.98 11
Q&A 45.78 s 29 30.60 s 29 17.15 12 23.47 6
Bug Rept. 33.97 s 24 25.93 s 24 10.32 8 36.74 3
Codebase 183.13 s 27 166.26 s 27 110.70 4 6.399 2
Table 5.4: All-treatment Mean fixation times on various resources, including time
spent on the first Q&A webpage, bug report, or codebase file the participant reached,
followed by the 2nd, and 3rd page reached.
members of our population and their mean, that need to be extracted to understand
why we had such a huge variation in fixation time.
5.5.4 ALL Treatment
Participants racked up time in ALL three information sources during the ALL phase.
Participants in this treatment had a choice of which of three information sources would
be visited first. For some there was a clear order, for others, participants chose to
avoid an information source entirely. We learn which of the three information sources
got attention first, and which information sources got less attention than the summary
document itself where the answer had to be typed.
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To handle this properly we had to calcluate the total amount of time participants
spent on each document, but for each information source, counting runs of fixations "a
set of contiguous unbroken fixations", that started in a specific time range. We avoided
biasing this range of times to progress through the task to arbitrary minute values,
and created three equivalent time ranges for every participant to make it simple, the
first 3rd being the first 33.3% of the total time spent in the session, and the 2nd and
3rd ranges to follow each containing the 2nd 33.3% of the total time they spent, and
the 3rd 33.3% of the total time the spent.
We learned whether stack overflow pages were focused on in the “first-frame”,
“second-frame”, and “third-frame” of their session, and did the same for all the others.
When given the opportunity to pick order, 14 out of 30 participants chose to focus on
the codebase for the first 30% of their total session time, and these fixated on it for
an average of 115 seconds before moving on. Seven participants focused on SO first
for an average of 37 seconds, and only 1 focused on Bug reports first, for a total of 31
seconds.
We also looked at which source participants chose to focus on in their 2nd frame
timeframe (second 33% of their time). 18 of 30 participants chose to focus on Stack
Overflow predominantly in their 2nd timeframe. By the time they made it to the 2nd
33.3% of their time, participants spent on average 36.4 seconds on Stack Overflow,
and 30.1 seconds on bug reports, and 124 seconds on the code base.
Was there a spike in the amount of time participants tended to look at particular
categories? While fixating on the code base seems to have held dominant as it did
in the means overall. As the session wore on, we found that more participants spent
more time in time frame 3 looking at Q&A posts in their latter third part of the
session. This fact is illustrated in Table 5.3, where we can see that Q&A comes out
on top in the third segment and third segment only.
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The third quadrant had a lot of people visit bug reports. Bug reports received
a total 27.3 seconds on average of attention in the 3rd quadrant by 13 participants.
Source code received the lowest attention it did out of the three time frames in the
third timeframe at 102 s on average across 5 participants.
5.6 Page Region Time Analysis
We would like to determine not only how fixations reached information sources in
general, but how they reached certain parts of these sources, and thus determine
whether results from prior studies hold in ours.
We motivate this decision with the observations shown in the Table. Every Stack
Overflow page, as explained in [66], can be broken down into at least 9 distinct regions
with parseable text, (1) tags on question , (2) title on question, body text of question
(3), answer (4), and comment (5), and finally vote count on question , answer, and
comment (6-8). We do not consider advertisement, sidebar hotlinks, or search bar and
navigation components. There are thus eight different factors that could contribute
to gaze triggering, as the words of text located within could lure or propel users in
specific ways.
Eight factors in this study, compounded with the data from the codebase leads to
22 different textual factors impacting gaze. We deduced from our codebase fixation
files there are 13 categories we should consider for this study, listed in Table 5.5.
Bug reports have many separate fields in their header, but we will select 8 of these
fields, including the text from bug descriptions, comments, and attachments (1-3),
plus the priority and severity level of each bug (4-5), and finally the name of the bug
reporter (description author), and the comment provider (comment author) (6-8),
which we believe will also be important to gazers. In total there are 29 fields across
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Stack Overflow Codebase Bug Reports
TITLE OUTER_CLASS_DEC BUG DESCRIPTION T.
TAG VARIABLE_DECLARE BUG COMMENT T.
QUESTION T. WHILE_TOP BUG ATTACHMENT T.
ANSWER T. FOR_TOP REPORTER
COMMENT T. IF_TOP DATE PROVIDED
QUESTION VC. IMPORT COMMENT PROVIDER
ANSWER VC. METHOD_USE SEVERITY
COMMENT VC. METHOD_DECLARE PRIORITY
SWITCHSTATEMENT
TERNARY_EXPRESSION
INNER_CLASS_DEC
IFSTATEMENT_COMMENT
VARIABLE_USE
Table 5.5: Notable regions of interest in the 3 Information Sources.
Figure 5.6: Two Examples of Bug Report fields capturable for TomCat and JMeter
Bugs in their respective repos
all three treatments, that we will need to determine whether gaze on these elements is
important.
We set up the remainder of this work motivating why each of these is important.
Before we go further though, we want to first talk about ways that we define “compre-
hension”, since this is what we used in order to measure the effectiveness of behavior.
How do we define comprehension? What kinds of behaviors are we looking for students
to portray on “easy” tasks versus “hard” tasks?
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5.7 Codebase Page Regions
Participants visited a number of significant code regions over the course of this study.
A few of them we point out here in Table 5.6.
We want to now focus on how long participants fixated on one of any given code
region, and whether that length of focus had anything to do with the expertise of
an individual. The first metric of expertise we look at is whether the individual
self identified as “academic-only” and not affiliated with industry (student) or as a
“professional-only” and not affiliated with academia (professional). Sixteen individuals
whom we could measure for this study identified as students, and thirteen were
identified as professionals and non-academic (one of the 30 student participants
registered 0 seconds of fixation data on AOI’s in our experiment, and was not included
in this comparative study).
Participants encountered a significant number of method calls in this study. As
they were given access to full-sized, fully-featured code bases, we expect for there to
be no limit on the number of Java methods within a participant might encounter.
Some classes participants encountered were “interfaces” or java class files that contain
no implementation (assignments or method calls), but only method signatures that
define how other classes will define their implementations (analogous to C# header
files).
Though we don’t show it here, Implementations in these code bases had a number
of a specific type of indicator of complexity, import statements. On average, a single
code file contained 12.5 import statements, which would indicate that defined methods
were not strictly defined in that file were used.
Shown in table 5.7 are sum total fixation times for these regions mentioned in
Table 5.6. A note about our groupings. We found that overall, students fixated on
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Table 5.6: Code Files and internal AOI’s encountered by participants among source
code files visited in Source Code and Combined Treatments
code method variable loops stmt.
file signature declaration comment
34 644 956 72 563
if control switch control ternary control var. assignment method call
370 6 31 1526 3245
Table 5.7: Total Durations on 8 Selected Code Categories
Categories 1- 4
Group MSig V.Dec Loop Comm.
Prof. 691.0 s 301.6 s 56.0 s 0 s
Stud. 1565.8 s 387.6 s 101.3 s 7.8 s
Categories 5 - 8
Group IfTernCFlow SwCflow Assn. Call
Prof. 450.8 s 0.4 s 16.1 s 1827.6 s
Stud. 632.1 s 0 s 29.0 s 662.8 s
every single category mentioned in this table more than professionals, on the order of
20 s or more in all but 3 cases. We need to explore more whether these differences,
and why this came about. We ran this test again for the average time spent. Again,
students fixated more on these regions on average than professionals did, but the
differences here are even less, so we again, need to determine using statistical tests,
whether these differences are significant.
5.8 Stack Overflow Page Regions
30 Participants spent 30 seconds each on average browsing a page in Stack Overflow.
For all 30 participants visits to pages, the pages they visited accounted for a total 34
unique pages, where they gained access to 51 answers, 221 code blocks, and just over
350 paragraphs of content.
As far as what kinds of pages gathered the most time on average, participants
racked up an average duration on different types of pages in different ways. We broke
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pages down into three groups, based on 1st and 3rd quartile. Pages with less than the
1st quartile of numbers of paragraphs among 34 unique pages were in group 1, pages
with more than the 3rd quartile were in group 3, and pages with a paragraph count
between the two quartiles were counted in group 2. See Table 5.20.
We mentioned that the time it took for participants to look at Stack Overflow
regions in the isolated treatment greatly differed from the time it took participants to
look at regions on the same website in the ALL Treatment. One of our treatments
consisted of isolating participants to using only Stack Overflow while summarizing one
of our API’s. In this treatment, participants spent a total 398 s looking at code, and a
total 451 s looking at paragraphs. However, in the combined treatment, participants
spent only 284 seconds looking at paragraphs (330 s looking at code). Since measures
of how the group is doing might come better from an average, we also ran avergages,
but again found interesting results. On average, participants spent 14.7 s and 13.8 s
looking at code in the SO and ALL treatments, respectively, but participants spent
on average 15 s and 9 s respectively on paragraphs, and the standard deviations are
15s and 12s. Given the large standard deviations, a “score of 9 +/-12 (0 - 21) seconds”
on the ALL treatment and a “potential 15 +/15 (0 - 30) seconds” on the SO makes
it hard to really understand how a person not in this group will do with these wide
variations in our outcomes. So we need to look at the data differently.
Before we look at structure of the page (no. of paragraphs/ code blocks), it might
be useful to look at the API type these participants were asked to study. We broke
down time spent according to the task each participant was asked to complete.
5.9 API Type
We calculated the mean, standard deviation, and the total amount of people who
participated in our SO treatment. 15 participants were assigned a method and 15
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Table 5.8: Codebase Session: Mean Time spent in a session and on the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, or any source code file on average, by participants given a class or a method to
summarize
Means and N
session page 1st page 2nd page 3rd page
time time time time time
OVERALL 500.3 s 156.6 s 193.1 s 154.8 s 39.0 s
N 30 46 29 6 4
METHOD 530.2 s 198.4 s 226.5 s 87.2 s 27.9 s
15 17 14 2 1
CLASS 470.3 s 132.1 s 162.0 s 188.6 s 42.7 s
15 29 15 4 3
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 352.0 s 140.31 s 141.5 s 159.3 s 46.5 s
METHOD 352.7 s 161.81 s 164.2 s 60.6 s N/A
CLASS 361.0 s 122.45 s 113.5 s 191.1 s 56.2 s
Table 5.9: Mean percentage of session time spent in a session and on the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, or any Codebase Page on average, by participants given a class or a method to
summarize (Codebase in isolation treatment)
Means and N
API TYPE time on 1st page 2nd 3rd
code time page page
OVERALL % time 54.9% 48.2% 18.4% 4.0%
N 29 29 6 4
METHOD % time 54.1% 51.8% 13.4% 4.2%
N 14 14 2 1
CLASS % time 55.7% 44.7% 20.9% 4.0%
N 15 15 4 3
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 15.3% 21.8% 18.1% 3.4%
METHOD 16.6% 20.7% 9.4%
CLASS 14.6% 23.0% 22.1% 4.1%
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Table 5.10: Combined Treatment Codebase: Mean time spent in a session and on the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, or any source code file on average
Means and N
session page 1st file 2nd file 3rd file
time time time time time
OVERALL 554.0 s 149.8 s 166.3 s 110.7 s 6.4 s
N 30 33 27 4 2
METHOD 571.6 s 126.6 s 138.6 s 102.9 s 5.1 s
16 17 14 2 1
CLASS 534.0 s 174.5 s 196.0 s 118.5 s 7.7 s
14 16 13 2 1
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 276.3 s 149.65 s 157.1 s 82.2 s 1.8 s
METHOD 249.9 s 121.63 s 184.0 s 120.0 s N/A
CLASS 304.7 s 175.31 s 128.1 s 75.0 s N/A
Table 5.11: Mean Percentage of Combined treatment session time spent on 1st, 2nd,
3rd codebase file (combined treatment)
Means and N
API TYPE codebase 1st page 2nd page 3rd page
time time time time
OVERALL % time 30.5% 28.0% 16.2% 0.8%
N 30 27 4 2
METHOD % time 25.5% 24.1% 10.0% 0.6%
N 16 14 2 1
CLASS % time 35.7% 32.2% 22.4% 0.9%
N 14 13 2 1
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 17.6% 18.5% 17.0% 0.2%
METHOD 17.9% 19.0% 26.1% N/A
CLASS 16.3% 17.9% 5.3% N/A
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were assigned a class to summarize. In Table 5.12, we present the number of people
who made it to the first second and third pages, alongside the average amount of
time spent on any given page. Note that the average overall session time seems to
outclass the sum of the first three pages. Also note the wide standard deviations of
the session parts, including that of the overall session time a greater than 1 minute.
While the mean fixation time of the first page seems pretty standard across methods
and classes around 30 s, we would have missed without this number that scores among
our participants could easily fall in the range of 30 seconds +/- 40 seconds. There’s a
lot of variability even when considering a subgroup of 15 of our participants in this
treatment.
We looked at how long any participant looked at a page with a StackOverflow.com
URL during our combined treatment. See Table 5.13. Participants in this treatment
took on average 6.6 minutes longer to complete a combined session than to complete
an SO session, which reflects in the averages presented in Table 5.13. The standard
deviations to complete the task are numerically lower than in StackOverflow, by around
10 seconds. A participant took 25.5 s on average to look at a single StackOverflow
page, and this time spent was higher on average for the first page, and following the
first, much less time was spent on average. However, the standard deviations for
looking at the first page are reveal that once again, this time can normally range from
25.5 to +/- 18.8 s, or from 6.7 s to 44.3 s.
One of our other treatments involved allowing participants only access to bug
reports while summarizing the code. In table 5.16 and 5.18, we observe these results.
Participants a little longer on average looking at bug reports who were assigned a
method in the Question answer only treatment, but about the same amount of time
on any given page as time spent on a StackOverflow page in a combined session.
We show again how the standard deviations differ in this example. Here the page
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Table 5.12: Q&A Treatment: Time spent in a session and on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or any
page on average, by participants given a class or a method to summarize
Means and N
API TYPE session page 1st page 2nd 3rd
time time time page page
OVERALL 155.7 s 28.8 s 34.6 s 22.2 s 22.5 s
30 62 30 18 8
METHOD 161.5 s 29.4 s 26.1 s 23.5 s 23.2 s
15 37 15 10 5
CLASS 149.9 s 28.4 s 43.1 s 20.7 s 21.2 s
15 25 15 8 3
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 88.5 s 38.6 s 28.4 s 12.3 s 23.0 s
METHOD 100.2 s 39.7 s 12.9 s 15.9 s 18.6 s
CLASS 76.9 s 37.7 s 35.9 s 3.9 s 25.8 s
Table 5.13: Combined Treatment: Mean Time spent in a session and on the 1st,
2nd, 3rd, or any Q&A Page on average, by participants given a class or a method to
summarize
Means and N
API TYPE session page 1st page 2nd 3rd
time time time page page
OVERALL 554.0 s 25.5 s 30.6 s 15.4 s 23.5 s
30 52 29 11 6
METHOD 571.6 s 27.6 s 33.7 s 13.9 s 16.1 s
16 29 14 5 2
CLASS 534.0 s 23.9 s 27.2 s 16.7 s 27.1 s
14 29 14 7 4
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 276.3 s 18.8 s 21.3 s 7.4 s 21.9 s
METHOD 249.9 s 20.2 s 20.5 s 7.0 s 27.3 s
CLASS 304.7 s 17.8 s 22.2 s 8.4 s 17.8 s
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Table 5.14: Mean Percentage of time of session spent on 1st, 2nd, 3rd Q&A page on
average (Q&A in isolation treatment)
Means and N
API TYPE time on 1st page 2nd 3rd
SO time page page
OVERALL % time 41.3% 26.7% 14.8% 12.1%
N 30 30 18 8
METHOD % time 38.5% 23.0% 14.3% 10.8%
N 15 15 10 5
CLASS % time 44.0% 30.4% 15.4% 14.2%
N 15 15 8 3
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 21.4% 17.5% 11.2% 6.7%
METHOD 21.7% 15.3% 13.6% 7.0%
CLASS 20.8% 18.6% 7.7% 7.0%
Table 5.15: Combined Treatment Q&A: Mean Percentage of session time spent on 1st,
2nd, 3rd Q&A page
Means and N
API TYPE time on 1st page 2nd 3rd
SO page page page
OVERALL % time 9.3% 7.1% 2.6% 3.2%
N 30 30 18 8
METHOD % time 9.0% 7.6% 2.0% 2.5%
N 15 15 10 5
CLASS % time 9.6% 6.6% 3.0% 3.5%
N 15 15 8 3
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 5.8% 5.8% 0.9% 2.6%
METHOD 5.9% 5.9% 0.9% 3.1%
CLASS 5.8% 5.9% 0.7% 1.8%
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time differences are less than 20 seconds apart in one standard deviation. Outside of
what might seem like outlier fixation times of just 2 seconds by one participant, and 8
minutes on one session, the range of times on pages in the BR session spanned from
15 s to 86.2 s.
As noted in Table 5.8, participants in our codebase only session spent the longest
time out of any time focusing on AOI’s, but session time wise, the time was mostly
spent on the first few pages. Table 5.9 shows the average of time participants spent on
the isolated source code treatment looking at the files available in the codebase, and
the time spent looking at their first, second, and third pages. The mean time spent on
the first page took up 50% of participants’s time. Only 4% of the time was spent on
the third page visited by participants. Given this finding, it will most useful to us to
focus on the times users spent on the first few pages, in the case of code. More time
was spent looking at the information source, than time spent looking at the answer
document in this treatment.
The combined treatment revealed a similar pattern in the high focus participants
overall dedicated to the codebase out of all the treatments available to them. See Table
5.10 for the results in raw seconds, and Table 5.11 for the results in the percentage
of time spent on the codebase. An average of 30% of the session, averaged across all
participants, was spent on the codebase in the combined treatment.
In the codebase in isolation session, those given a class to study spent 44.7% of
their time on the first page, and those given a method to study spent 51.8% of their
time on the first page. This difference of 10% is almost double in comparison to what
we see in the Stack Overflow treatment. In Table 5.9 we find this and other percentages
results in this treatment. The result appears again in the combined treatment, as
we show in Table 5.11. This difference shows up again in the combined treatment,
where participants given methods spent 24.1% of their time studying the first page
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Table 5.16: Bug Reports in Isolation: Time spent in a session and on the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, or any Bug Report Page on average, by participants given a class or a method to
summarize
Means and N
session page 1st page 2nd page 3rd page
time time time time time
OVERALL 185.8 s 24.5 s 27.2 s 20.1 s 14.4 s
N 30 74 30 19 13
METHOD 161.9 s 21.9 s 26.0 s 20.7 s 13.1 s
14 26 14 7 4
CLASS 206.7 s 25.9 s 28.2 s 19.7 s 15.0 s
16 48 16 12 9
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 118.3 s 19.7 s 16.3 s 11.9 s 7.2 s
METHOD 109.8 s 13.8 s 14.8 s 12. 4 s 8.2 s
CLASS 124.9 s 22.2 s 17.8 s 17.2 s 7.2 s
Table 5.17: Mean percentage of time spent in a session and on the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd
bug report page (combined treatment)
Means and N
API TYPE time on BR 1st page 2nd page 3rd page
OVERALL % time 6.1% 4.9% 1.8% 5.1%
N 24 24 8 3
METHOD % time 5.9% 4.0% 2.4% 7.4%
N 13 13 4 2
CLASS % time 6.5% 6.0% 1.3% 0.5%
N 11 11 4 1
Standard Deviation
OVERALL % time 6.6% 5.7% 1.6% 5.8%
METHOD % time 4.6% 2.2% 2.2% 5.9%
CLASS % time 8.6% 8.2% 0.5% N/A%
and only 10% of their time studying the second page, and participants given classes
spent 32.2% of their time studying the first file they visited, and 22.4% of their time
studying their second.
On the other hand, those given a class to study in a Q&A in isolation session spent
30.4% of their time on the first page, and those given methods spent 23.0% of their
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Table 5.18: Mean percentage of time spent in a session and on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Bug
Report Page by participants given a class or a method to summarize (Bug Report in
isolation treatment)
Means and N
API TYPE time on BR 1st page 2nd page 3rd page
OVERALL % time 35.2% 20.2% 12.3% 8.7%
N 30 30 19 13
METHOD % time 32.3% 24.4% 11.9% 6.1%
N 14 14 7 4
CLASS % time 37.8% 16.6% 12.5% 9.8%
N 16 16 12 9
Standard Deviation
OVERALL % time 22.2% 16.0% 8.9% 7.0%
METHOD % time 16.9% 20.0% 7.5% 4.8%
CLASS % time 26.3% 11.1% 10.0% 7.7%
Table 5.19: Combined Treatment Bug Reports: Time spent on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
Bug Report page in the combined session
Means and N
session page 1st page 2nd page 3rd page
time time time time time
OVERALL 554.0 s 23.29 s 25.9 s 10.3 s 36.7 s
N 30 35 24 8 3
METHOD 571.6 s 24.89 s 24.4 s 12.9 s 52.4 s
16 19 13 4 2
CLASS 534.0 s 21.39 s 27.8 s 7.7 s 5.4 s
14 16 11 4 1
Standard Deviation
OVERALL 276.3 s 25.55 s 25.4 s 8.9 s 48.5 s
METHOD 304.7 s 21.69 s 14.9 s 12.9 s 56.8 s
CLASS 249.9 s 30.13 s 34.9 s 0.8 s N/A
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Table 5.20: Time Spent on Pages with Much Little, or a Medium amount of Paragraph
Content
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Paragraph Count <6 6 <= i <= 13 >13
Participants 10 27 6
Mean Time 29.53 s 50.58 s 20.43 s
time of their time on the second page, a difference of 7%. See Tables 5.12 and 5.14.
In the combined treatment, the percentage of time overall spent on Stack Overflow is
also much smaller, and the difference between the two groups on the first page is near
1.0%. While participants did not spend as much time on Q&A pages as they did the
codebase, it’s important to note that all 30 participants used Stack Overflow in their
combined treatment at some point, and that 8 participants actually made it to a 3rd
unique Stack Overflow URL by the end of their treatment. More on this can be found
in Table 5.13 and 5.15.
The results of the Bug reports in isolation treatment can be found in Tables 5.16
and 5.18. In this session, participants spent 24.4% of their time on the first page if
they were given a method to study, and 16.6% of their time on the first page if they
were given a class to study, a difference of 8%. which is similar to what we find in the
codebase treatment.
Participants did not spent a lot of their session time looking at bug reports in the
combined session overall, as shown in Table 5.17 and Table 5.19, so it’s again hard to
make a comparison between the time spent on any given page. 6 participants did not
use bug reports in their combined treatment. Only one participant given a class made
it to their 3rd bug report page.
Participants spent what seems at first glance like a similar amount of time on
pages with extremely high or low amounts of paragraphs in their content. They spent
29.5 s on pages with fewer than 6 paragraphs, and 20 s on pages with more than
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Table 5.21: StackOverflow Page Regions Visited in Participants Questions
Questions Answers Q. Comments A. Comments Emb. Images
34 51 37 51 6
Code Blocks Paragraphs Bold Blocks Blockquotes Hyperlinks
221 351 36 9 66
13 paragraphs. The sweet spot for 90% of the participants was between 6 and 13
paragraphs, where 50.58 s per page on average was spent.
In a mini experiment as part of this study, we investigated closely how strongly
participants were attracted to pages with certain attributes.
5.9.1 Stack Overflow Page Attributes Mini-experiment Design
Our experiment was able to track the regions that participants visited the most and
looked at the longest. The two most visited blocks for every participant were code
blocks and plain text paragraph blocks. Next, we wanted to determine if the number
of appearances of a feature such as a hyperlink, block count, or paragraph of text
affects how long a participant spends looking at code blocks or paragraph blocks. If
the number of paragraphs is above or below a threshold, it is reasonable to suspect
this may affect how long a participant will spend look at the entire page if on a time
budget.
We first divided questions into specific groups, by ordering them by feature count
by dividing the counts of the AOI categories into quartiles. One of our initial ideas
for groupings was “word count” (strings of contiguous letters) on the page. The word
counts of questions ranged from 74 to 1,605 words (across titles, questions, answers,
and comments). After creating quartiles, we created three groups to keep comparisons
simple, one group G1 with counts less than the 1st quartile, a second G2 with counts
between the 1st and 3rd quartile, and the rest in the final group G3.
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Table 5.22: Effect of paragraph count on SO page fixations (COD=code block,
TTL=title, COM=comment)
Group Mean min Mean Sq HSD p
Pair Fix Count N1,N2 Error min dif
COD G1-G2 10.50/23.29 4 436.487 17.60 .483
COD G1-G3 10.50/18.45 4 436.487 17.60 .792
COD G2-G3 23.29/18.45 11 436.487 17.60 .783
TTL G1-G2 1.23/.37 13 .657 .61 .004
TTL G1-G3 1.23/.37 11 .657 .61 .007
TTL G2-G3 .37/.18 11 .657 .61 .780
COM G1-G2 5.90/1.46 10 10.226 2.72 .001
COM G1-G3 5.90/1.36 10 10.226 2.72 .006
COM G2-G3 1.46/1.36 11 10.226 2.72 .996
Table 5.23: Effect of code block count on SO page fixations (COD=code block,
TTL=title, COM=comment)
Group Mean min Mean Sq HSD p
Pair Fix Ct N1,N2 Error min dif
COD G1-G2 14.22/20.19 9 422.442 17.72 .725
COD G1-G3 14.22/30.60 9 422.442 17.72 .203
COD G2-G3 20.19/30.60 10 422.442 17.72 .353
TTL G1-G2 .44/.32 9 .583 .64 .907
TTL G1-G3 .44/.40 9 .583 .64 .991
TTL G2-G3 .32/.40 10 .583 .64 .958
COM G1-G2 1.40/1.32 8 6.342 2.50 .983
COM G1-G3 1.32/1.14 7 6.342 2.50 .960
COM G2-G3 1.14/1.14 7 6.342 2.50 .986
We also created similar quartile groups by creating a “head count” in each of
appearances of our seven main page regions plus 5 Stack Overflow feature quirks that
are used to emphasize text: hyperlinks, bold words, blockquotes, plain text paragraphs,
and code blocks. We created some of these through manual analysis by looking for,
counting, and recording appearances of these on every page. Looking at this data this
way made it possible for us to narrow consideration to just two independent variables
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– appearances of paragraphs, and appearances of code blocks – focusing on whether
these numbers have any impact on gaze behavior.
5.9.2 Attributes on Stack Overflow Pages that Affect Fixation Count
5.9.2.1 Comparing the groups in Rank order Fashion
Various attributes of SO pages, such as too many bold words, or an overabundance
of paragraphs, have been known to turn away developers [47]. We want to know
if various attributes about a question such as these affects how much a participant
fixates on a page or how long she spends looking at a question.
We collected attributes about each question, including counts of how many of
paragraphs, bold blocks (runs of multiple bold words in a single phrase), code blocks,
quote blocks were present in each question: (they are shown in Table 5.24. We first
tried to, reveal regions into quartiles. The results of this attempt in Table 5.25, reveal
that due to the sparseness of these attributes, we did not obtain median values above
0 for block quotes and bold blocks, Thus and we obtained a 1st quartile of 0 for
hyperlinks.
Thus, it made the most sense to divide these three categories differently: for bold
blocks, G2 contains all questions such that count of bold blocks anywhere in the page
exceeds 0, G2 contains pages containing 0 code blocks, and so forth for block quotes
and hyperlinks. Paragraph blocks and code blocks were plenty in number for most
questions, and so we used non-zero quartiles to split each into three groups in like
fashion similar to the process for word count.
Because there are now 5 factors to consider as part of our model rather than 1,
the use of multiple Mann Whitney’s to screen every possible comparison for the best
way to compare means became out of the question. Instead we to the comparison
of means first, while utilizing a set of between groups ANOVAs, to quickly ascertain
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Table 5.24: Q&A Forum Pages Visited by participants and their attributes.
PR=plaintext paragraphs, BD=bold blocks, QT=quote blocks
CD=code blocks, HY=hyperlinks, WC=Word count
SO-ID short name WC PR BD QT CD HY
24414549 DisableGUINetbeans 1605 5 0 0 0 0
40970794 JavaJMXDisabled 1335 7 1 1 6 2
27487610 VisualStudio 338 5 0 0 0 0
6014767 AutomaticallyUploadAfter 162 4 0 0 0 1
6977864 DisposingDataContext 227 7 3 0 2 1
24358707 ExtendsValveBase 268 6 0 0 5 0
19438438 ReadRequestStreamMultiple 372 7 0 0 0 1
1138450 ImplementTomcatRealm 261 13 2 0 11 1
46032100 RolesPrincipalShiro 219 12 0 0 12 0
11959334 NoClassDefFoundErrorSWTError 131 14 2 0 3 6
23011284 InvocationTargetExceptionSWTError 355 6 2 0 12 0
31539964 DynamicallyRemoveNode 513 6 0 0 5 1
2379688 TestingJavaClassesJMeter 699 7 0 1 6 3
19878257 HowCanIGetRequestResponse 147 18 3 0 7 4
16940470 JMeterMultipleSampleResult 476 9 0 0 8 0
14768131 SWTErrorNotImplementedMultiple 127 6 0 1 7 5
44160451 JMeterAssertion 74 9 3 0 3 3
46256355 DataExtractionJMeter 306 6 5 3 4 0
43594344 JMeterCustomJavaSampler 137 6 2 1 4 5
856881 HowToActivateJMX 96 38 9 0 41 10
23569777 CantMakeCustomValveWork 87 13 0 0 1 2
34236820 VerifyHeaderBeforeRequest 206 10 1 1 3 0
17869755 FindingTheIssueOfNoClass 328 5 0 0 6 0
24803004 RedirectPostRequest 281 7 0 0 3 0
37306300 CanTomcat7BeConfigured 434 13 2 1 11 4
40259589 SWTErrorNotImplementedEclipse 214 9 1 0 23 0
34333812 CustomSSOValveBaseJBoss 330 4 0 0 2 1
46367242 HowToGetCookieManager 217 7 0 0 2 7
12313939 SessionTransactionHibernate 306 19 0 0 1 0
Table 5.25: Quartiles of SO Page Attributes of Interest
quartile paragraph bold blk. quote blk. code blk. hyperlink
1 6 0 0 2 0
2 7 0 0 4 1
3 12 2 1 7 3
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interesting potential means that could differ. In this test we simply include A) the
fixation variables of interest from our last comparison with word count and B) the 5
groupings created, and we can run quick comparisons over every set of two three or
even four means at once, to look for patterns that matter. We use Mann-Whitney
only to check our intermediate steps.
We ran a test that is typically standard in such a situation: A simplistic One-Way
ANOVA, run on each of the 5 factors, paragraph, hyperlink, code block, bold block,
and blockquote count. See Table 5.26. This ANOVA on the data presented in Table
5.24 revealed that there may exist differences between the paragraph and code block
groups. We now had a set of target groups we could grouping variable we could focus
on and we chose to focus on the impact code blocks had on fixation groups across
the page. We followed this trail and ran Mann-Whitney’s using code block groups as
our Mann-Whitney grouping variable to test the theory. The results are presented in
Table 5.27. Not only does number of code blocks affect the amount of fixations on
code blocks (as expected) but we found it also has a strong effect on the amount of
fixation on number of comments viewed.
5.9.3 Comparing the Group Means
We ran an Analysis of Variance test to detect whether differences in word counts in
code blocks or question/answer paragraph answer text affect whether fixations would
rise or fall on either code, comments, paragraphs, or titles.
In the ANOVA, we looked at the total amount of fixations a participant made on
one of these two regions whenever they visited this page in a session. We call this
case a “visit.”. Across 29 unique pages, participants were able to visit overlapping sets
of these, as they were free to explore. When all is taken into account, 62 total visits
were available to experiment with, along with 62 recordings of fixations to paragraphs,
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Table 5.26: Anova tests to comparing means of fixation count in 4 regions across 3
(hi-med-low) quantities of paragraph/code block counts. (significant p-value means at
least 1 mean difference exists)
PARA- Anova Mean Square p-value
GRAPH Result Error
title F(2,59) = 6.569 0.658 .003*
code F(2,59) = 4.225 378.905 .019*
comment F(2,59) = 6.102 9.592 .004*
paragraph F(2,59) = .698 158.593 .501
CODE Anova Mean Square p-value
BLOCK Result Error
paragraph F(2,59) = 2.534 149.506 .088
title F(2,59) = 3.214 0.726 .047*
code F(2,59) = 7.191 348.276 .002*
comment F(2,59) = 7.925 9.124 .001*
* - significant mean differences
to code, and to the other main 7 regions of our analysis. This data is presented as
part of our replication package.
The two ANOVAs focused on the three quartile-based groups for paragraphs and
code blocks.
After getting the means of each group in each category, we found an appropriate
test for answering the question would be comparing the means using the Tukey Honest
Significant Difference (HSD) minimum mean difference test [69]. This mean difference
test uses results from an Anova F test to specify a unique value by which means must
differ in order for the difference to count as significant. We present these comparisons
and the Tukey HSD values below and in Tables 5.22 and 5.23.
5.9.3.1 How Adding More Paragraphs Affects Gaze
Paragraph totals we found in pages helped us divide pages into groups with less
than 5 paragraphs (low), 6 to 12 paragraphs (medium) and 13 or more paragraphs
(high). On average, the fixation counts on medium and high paragraph page comments
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were significantly less than for low (plow−med = .001, plow−high = .006). The minimum
amount these means have to differ according to Tukey’s HSD test is by 2.72 fixations
to be significant.
5.9.3.2 How Adding More Code Affects Gaze
Quartiles on our counts of code blocks in our participants visited pages helped us
divide pages into groups that had fewer than 2 code blocks (low), 3 to 9 code blocks
(medium) and 10 or more code blocks (high). Considering only pages containing at
least 1 block, increase in code blocks on a page does not make a significant change in
mean fixation count (ANOVA Fcode(2, 47) = 1.602, p = .212). Fixations on comments
are not affected by number of code blocks, (ANOVA Fcomment(2, 47) = .038, p = .963).
We need to point out that behavior of participants made it difficult to compare
certain groups in our analysis. Nearly 70% of visits to pages (42/62) presented us
with data where participants had fixated on titles for less than 60ms, and nearly
43% of visits (21/49 visits) resulted in comments not being fixated upon at all when
they were present. These statistics helped explain why some group-wide distributions
in our data were skewed toward 0. The skewness of inputs to our data sets ranged
from -.222 to 2.8, from minor to moderate skewing. We found applying a square-root
transformation to 9 of 18 of our groups was not enough to bring skewness for these
down to less than an acceptable 0.8. We explain this as a threat to validity.
5.10 Threats to Validity
With respect to internal validity, the quality of summaries from participants could be
affected by how much page content a participant was able to view in their session. There
are many factors that make guessing the size of the summary based on the content
viewed difficult, and we could not control for this, given that we gave participants
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Table 5.27: Comparing fixation count across high medium and low Code Block Counts
using Mann Whitney U
AOI compared W MannWhit. Cliff’s
category groups value p-value delta
tit G1-G2 336.5 .008* .402ˆ
tit G1-G3 149 .099
tit G2-G3 210.5 .371
par G1-G2 301 .167
par G1-G3 166 .028* .475ˆ
par G2-G3 293.5 .226
cod G1-G2 37 <.001* -.845ˆ
cod G1-G3 16 <.001* -.858ˆ
cod G2-G3 226.5 0.767
com G1-G2 391.5 <.001* .631ˆ
com G1-G3 176 .007* .564ˆ
com G2-G3 217 .534
ˆ significant p-value
ˆ medium to large delta value
(p-values shown not corrected for ties)
freedom to navigate Stack Overflow on their own. We believe the freedom we allowed
participants to navigate throughout the site was necessary to mimic a realistic situation
and allow them to fully and completely answer our comprehension questions without
much foreknowledge of the API’s. In RQ4, we downloaded pages visited by participants
and recorded paragraph count, code region count, as well as blockquote, hyperlink, and
bold region count, to see how they affected gaze. However, not all pages participants
visited contained these elements. To ensure proper comparison between groups in our
data, we removed from page-to-page comparisons, any page that contained 0 code
blocks if we were comparing fixations on code blocks, or pages containing 0 comments
if we were comparing fixations on comments.
With respect to external validity, the selection of the API elements and page
attributes we chose to analyze out of the many available could affect the generalizability
of our work. To keep the study realistic, we had the participants use Stack Overflow
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in a browser and used open source API elements (and not some toy application). For
attributes analyzed, some were chosen because they appeared in other research (code
and bold words), while others because they were the easiest to extract from HTML.
We did not focus on ads or account information on SO pages, though they could be
prominent attractors of gaze on Stack Overflow. We leave this as future work.
In terms of construct validity, we used a count of 5 terms to measure a binary
representation of whether content from user’s summaries was relevant. Plus, the
threshold of 10 fixations used to compare the fixation distributions on SO pages
read by only students, only professionals, or both is arbitrary, but this was done to
help illustrate initial behavior. In addition, we chose to use lemmatization, when
a potentially more accurate alternative for matching words could have been using
thesaurus synonyms to match words. However, in this chapter we present only the
final step in our approach to this problem. Before settling on lemmatization, we tried
much simpler methods such as regex matching on words and matching on word stems
instead of whole words, but these led to a less robust matching system in the end,
and would match words that were not parts of speech indicative of understanding
the question. Implementing reducing all words to lemmas was an alternative that led
to less bias to a particular grammatical choice made by the participant. We invite
future work in this field to explore whether adding thesaurus results would take our
relevance analysis a step further.
With respect to conclusion validity, during this study, to ensure ANOVA would
give reliable results, we inspected whether our fixation count histograms followed
normal distributions. We found two interesting things that prevented us from getting
optimal ANOVA results - very few participants fixate on titles or comments in our
pages, making their fixations harder to compare to other areas. This presented us
with a choice to make to either apply stronger transformations to every single element
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in the data set, thereby “cleaning the data first”, or to present the data as is. We chose
the latter which may have had us miss some important mean differences because of
the skew in the ANOVA inputs.
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Chapter 6
Observations
In Chapter 3, we discuss results of how we replicate as in prior studies that more code
being presented to a participant at once tends to make it difficult to find concentrations
of gaze at a particular point in a source code file. We also found the frequency of
incorrectly answered questions is only significantly affected by the presentation of
certain larger stimuli and not others. As to whether looking at a specific code
region the longest led to a better score, we show in Chapter 3 one instance where 4
out of 6 participants scoring correctly all focused on the same inline methods. We
didn’t walk away with enough data from this study to properly generalize such a
result as something indicating of how programmers understand correct answers to
comprehensive questions in all scenarios, though the finding helps lead us down other
avenues.
In Chapter 4, we calculated the overall distribution of gaze time between when
participants viewed Stack Overflow and when they viewed code in the IDE. Participants
focused the most on the IDE during this dual context study, and when we looked closer,
it was the question and answer text that bore the longest fixation duration across the
7 AOI categories we present data on in regards to StackOverflow. The authors of this
study utilized iTrace [28] to study gaze transition between Stack Overflow and the
Eclipse IDE viewer participants used to view code.
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In Chapter 5, we shifted to using iTrace [28] to compute gaze, added bug repositories
as another context and had 4 groups of participants each take 4 tests on their ability to
summarize methods and classes. From this study we learned that even though Stack
Overflow and bug reports have their merits, they become useful to participants for
summarizing code in different phases of time throughout their task while summarizing
code. Again in this study, the codebase reigned supreme in keeping the bulk of
attention of participants, however, only two participants made it past their second
code file, even though we gave all participants an unlimited time to complete the
study. When we presented these information sources in isolation, participants fixated
on code embedded within pages often, and the time spent on the task seem to vary
the most among the group given methods to summarize and the other given classes to
summarize, in the case of bug reports.
The Stack Overflow in isolation analysis in particular contained a number of
sub-analyses and contributions to go with it. Text and code from Stack Overflow
again is read the most of all seven categories of AOI’s we looked at on each page. In
this study we grouped participants into professionals (industry-affiliated) and students.
Tags, votes, and comments do not hold the most duration among participants, though
comments received 3 times as much attention by professional developers than by
students. We found that navigating back to the text in question and answers, is done
more frequently than navigating back to the posted title atop every page, and so we
recommend for developers posting in that work to design pages carefully around the
question text atop the page.
We also have some guidelines for using code in a study, as context grows larger
the number of things that participants will tend to focus on will tend to shy away
from the things that some studies confirmed were most useful to participants. Among
the 10 patterns of code regions we studied across our code base, including method
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signatures, and method bodies, and all the things appearing in method bodies (variable
declarations, for loop headers, if statement headers, switch statement headers, ternary
statements, method calls.), we found not one category among these 7 categories (and
the 8th including all 6 method body categories combined), that led to more than 2
out of 10 fully correct answers for those participants who each individually looked
at any of these categories the most (their duration ranked in the top 33% across all
participants on that category). We did find that 6 out of 10 participants who looked
at if statement headers the most, scored at least a partially correct answer on their
summary. Of those who focused on switch statement blocks the most, 6 of 10 of these
individuals scored a completely incorrect answer. Surprisingly, method signatures
scored just as poorly, with 6 of 10 participants who looked at method signatures the
most of all their peers, scoring incorrect answers, 3 of 10 scoring partially correct
answers, and 1 of 10 scoring a fully correct answer.
The only guideline we can recommend here is that if statements are not only
important to the course of comprehension but are also important to writing a complete
summary. Given that switch statements are control flow statements just like if
statements, we need to investigate why switch statements did not help them as much.
We need to investigate why all control flow statements aren’t helpful and indicative
for leading participants to a right answer. More studies need to be conducted in this
area.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The technology and methods we have developed will be used to broaden our under-
standing of how developers learn to develop in environments new to them, and the
precision eye trackers afford will grant us access to details of this experience at a
fine level. In our body of research we were able to detect how often participants
transition between regions of Stack Overflow pages and the IDE, finding that some of
the most common transitions occur between declarations in the code base and the
question text on the SO page. Moreover, we were able to discover the link between
developer expertise and how accurately they answer questions is made clearer when
paired with their most fixated regions, which show the most difference as program size
grows. This result only applies to tasks that we studied and does not generalize to all
possible tasks. A comparison of how developers perform across multiple types of tasks
will be of high value to both researchers and practitioners. In Chapter 3, we found
the frequency of incorrectly answered questions is only significantly affected by the
presentation of certain larger stimuli and not others, and found that non-novices don’t
tend to agree on theri longest-fixated region among many AOI’s on a large code page.
In Chapter 4, we calculated the overall distribution of gaze time between when
participants viewed Stack Overflow and when they viewed code in the IDE. Participants
focused the most on the IDE during this dual context study, and when we looked closer,
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it was the question and answer text that bore the longest fixation duration across
the 7 AOI categories we present data on in regards to Stack Overflow. Participants
tended to transition between method signatures and variable declarations in the code,
into Stack Overflow posts where the question or answer body text could be found.
In Chapter 5, we shifted to using iTrace to compute gaze, added a context to
our set of two, Bug repositories, and had 4 groups of participants each repeatedly
take 4 tests each that tested their ability to comprehend summarization. From this
study we learned that even though Stack Overflow and Bug Reports have their merits,
they become useful to participants for summarizing code in different phases of time
throughout their task while summarizing code. Again in this study, the codebase
reigned supreme in keeping the bulk of attention of participants, however, only two
participants made it past their second code file, even though we gave all participants
an unlimited time to complete the study. When we presented these information sources
in isolation, participants fixated on code embedded within pages often, and the time
spent on the task seem to vary the most among the group given methods to summarize
and the other given classes to summarize, in the case of bug reports.
The Stack Overflow in isolation analysis in particular contained a number of
subanalyses and contributions to go with it. Text and code from Stack Overflow again
is read the most of all seven categories of AOI’s we looked at on each page. In this
study we grouped participants into professionals (industry-affiliated) and students.
Tags, votes, and comments do not hold the most duration among participants, though
comments received 3 times as much attention by professional developers than by
students. We found that navigating back to the text in question and answers, is done
more frequently than navigating back to the posted title atop every page, and so we
recommend for developers posting in that work to design pages carefully around the
question text atop the page.
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In our new study on code in isolation, we actually found that participants looking
at method signatures the most in a method construct, unlike in our Chapter 3 study,
did not tend to raise scores of correctness for participants. We also have the potential
to recommend a number of guidelines for using code in a study, as context grows
larger the number of things that participants will tend to focus on will tend to shy
away from the things that some studies confirmed were most useful to participants.
Our data indicates that participants who focused on switch statements longer than
their peers did not do as well on our comprehension questions as did those to focused
heavily on control flow statements longer than their peers. More data will need to be
gathered from other multiple context studies to see whether this holds true generally
in many other studies.
Participants in these kinds of eye-tracking studies have taught us a lot of things
about how using quantitative data to quantify understanding can be a hard problem.
Another hard problem we can build from this study to observe is how we choose to
manage our interfaces to steer users in the right direction, such as automating code
summarization techniques to go where users have gone. We can use our data to inform
summarization techniques where to go online too.
Future work will also be geared toward coming up with more recommendations on
how to steer users in the right direction using known patterns of code comprehension
that we find in this work. One thing missing from our research is a consideration
of how effective different levels of Java experience in terms of years of experience
impacts how much code you look at in a given sample, and so our study results may
not generalize across all levels of experience like we have presented here. In addition,
more tasks need to be studied in more detail and not all tasks are of same difficulty
and complexity levels.
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Appendix A
Study Materials for Study 1: Reading Behavior and
Comprehension of C++ Source Code: A Classroom Study
112
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure A.1: Study 1 Background “Pre-Test” Questionnaire Instruments
113
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure A.2: Study 1 Background “Post-Test” Questionnaire Instruments
114
(a) Between.cpp Stimulus, 15 lines of code (b) Calculation.cpp Stimulus, 33 LOC
(c) PrintPatternR.cpp Stimulus, 13 LOC
Figure A.3: Code Stimuli from Student Reading Behavior Study
115
(a) CalculatorRefH.cpp Stimulus, 23
LOC
(b) ReversePtrH.cpp Stimulus, 23
LOC
Figure A.4: Code Stimulus CalculatorRefH.cpp and ReversePtrH.cpp
116
Figure A.5: Code Stimulus Rectangle.cpp, 24 LOC
117
Figure A.6: Code Stimulus Street.cpp, 25 LOC
118
(a) StringDemo.cpp Stimulus, 17
LOC
(b) TextClass.cpp Stimulus, 12 LOC
Figure A.7: Code Stimuli StringDemo.cpp and TextClass.cpp
119
(a) Student.cpp Stimulus, 25 LOC (b) Vehicle.cpp Stimulus, 34 LOC
Figure A.8: Code Stimuli Student.cpp and Vehicle.cpp
120
(a) SignCheckerClassMR Stimulus, 33 LOC (b) WhileClass.cpp Stimulus, 21 LOC
Figure A.9: Code Stimuli SignCheckerClassMR.cpp and WhileClass.cpp
121
Figure A.10: Between.cpp Task Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
122
Figure A.11: Calculation.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
123
Figure A.12: CalculatorRefH.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
124
Figure A.13: PrintPatternR.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
125
Figure A.14: Rectangle.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
126
Figure A.15: ReversePtrH.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
127
Figure A.16: SignCheckerClassMR.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
128
Figure A.17: Street.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
129
Figure A.18: StringDemo.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
130
Figure A.19: Student.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
131
Figure A.20: TextClass.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
132
Figure A.21: Vehicle.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
133
Figure A.22: WhileClass.cpp Overview, Output, and Summary Questions
134
Appendix B
Study Materials for Study 2: Studying Developer Reading
Behavior in Stack Overflow during API Summarization Tasks
135
Study 2: Gazed Based Exploratory Study on Info. Seeking ... Using Stack Overflow (..)
Sample Participant Worksheet
Please open the following Stack Overflow question in the provided Eclipse browser and answer the given
questions.
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/2003505/how-do-i-delete-a-git-branch-both-locally-and-remotely
General Steps
1. Copy the above link and paste it in the browser opened in the Eclipse.
2. Read carefully the given Stack Overflow question and answer the question asked in the given form:
http://(Link to Google form)
1
Figure B.1: Sample Task for Study 2
136
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g)
Figure B.2: Study 2 Background “Pre-Test” Questionnaire Instruments
137
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure B.3: Study 2 Background “Post-Test” Questionnaire Instruments
138
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure B.4: Study 2 Background “Post-Test” Questionnaire Instruments
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Appendix C
Study Materials for Study 3: How Developers Summarize API
Elements in Stack Overflow, Bug Reports, Code, and in
Combination
140
Studying Developer Reading Behavior on Stack Overflow during API Summarization Tasks
Sample Participant Worksheet
Your Name email@uregina.ca
200XXYYZZ
Please summarize the class: org.apache.jmeter.samplers.SampleResult using bug reports
YOUR SUMMARY:
(participant types summary here)
The link to the bug reports of this class is:
https://bz.apache.org/bugzilla/buglist.cgi?quicksearch=SampleResult
General steps:
1. Open the link above.
2. Search the class (SampleResult) in the bug reports, while considering the context
(org.apache.jmeter.samplers).
3. Summarize in a very concise and brief way the given class.
== COMPLETE ONLY AFTER YOU ARE DONE WTIH SUMMARY AND TRACK-
ING IS OFF ==
How confident are you that your summary is accurate and complete?
[ ] Very Confident
[ ] Somewhat Confident
[ ] Neutral
[*] Somewhat Not Confident
[ ] Not Confident
What was the level of difficulty you faced while summarizing this API element?
[*] Very Difficult
[ ] Somewhat Difficult
[ ] Neutral
[ ] Somewhat Easy
[ ] Very Easy
1
Figure C.1: Sample Task for Study 3
141
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure C.2: Study 3 Background Questionnaire Instruments pt.1
142
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure C.3: Study 3 Background Questionnaire Instruments pt.2
143
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure C.4: Study 3 Background Questionnaire Instruments pt.3
